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Part 3: A True Christian’s (TCs) Answer to these Questions 
                Issue date: 23 Aug 2007 
 
 
The reader may find some sections personally very hard, pointed and direct, not written to accuse, but merely to 
cause serious reflection upon our lives (being the very important “wake-up” call) so we can now make that 
required change in our lifestyle to become in the position where we are able to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire of us. 
I also frequently write “The Bible tells us” or the equivalent.    Why? 
Because so many worldly Christian leaders say “I think … … ”  or “I believe … … .” for a number of reasons: 
1. Because they do not know what The Bible says – so unable to quote it accurately (in context). 
2. They do not like what the Bible says – so do not quote it (being an embarrassment to their lifestyle). 
3. Make an inoffensive ‘bridge’ to the listener to win them over by appeasement rather than with the certainty of 
a definitive statement from The Authoritative Source being The Bible because as we are told by The Bible that 
people will become rebellious to authority and thus will not listen to it or the speaker – so they do not quote it! 
4. Hide behind the words “think”, “believe” (imitating politicians when asked a question) because they feel safe 
in expressing an opinion, even though it directly contravenes what The Bible says – so again do not quote it! 
5. Often the response is so lukewarm and non-committal, so as anyone can read whatever they want into their 
answer - all being the opposite to the very pointed comments in The Bible – so again they do not quote it! 
But I know part of The Bible like ‘the back of my hand’ (I have translated the New Testament) so I quote it. 
The concordance of topics will assist the reader in this when I get enough time to compile it. 
Note: The term “The World” is used as per the Greek word to mean “Adornment” being life on this 
planet, but I choose it to mean “mankind” in the present text. 
 
Are you content with your religion’s explanation of:- 
 

1. The present pain and suffering within the world? 
We are told by The Bible that to become a True Christian (TC) then a TC will change their personality 
to avoid all contentious issues that are worldly in nature. By nature these issues are fleshly effecting the 
fleshly body and as such controlled by the things (operations) of the present worldly system whose 
authority presently resides with Satan being the custodian god of The World. Satan’s position will be 
removed when JCg (= Jesus Christ as “the specific god” of us operating within a 
spiritual/celestial/heavenly body and not in his fleshly body as during his ministry period) comes again 
to institute The Millennium. We are told by The Bible, this can only be performed by JCg – even as he 
patiently waits until commanded by Yahweh for this time to occur, thus likewise TCs keep themselves 
from all forms of civil disobedience as we patiently imitate JCg. We are told by The Bible to imitate 
JC in preaching The Gospel of The Good News of The Millennium, and assist our neighbour that we 
perchance upon, within our capability. These are the only physical works that a TC must do, other than 
support himself and family’s ‘life sustaining’ needs. 
In conclusion the present pain and suffering that we all witness occurring at every level in society 
comes from humans who desire to exercise their self-indulgencies to be fed from ‘mastery over others’ 
(generally covered by ‘{interfering with}/influencing other people’s lives for personal/worldly gain’ - 
called “worldly politics”). 
The Bible tells us that Satan is the present custodian god of this world and thus allows this to occur 
because he desires to frustrate Yahweh’s Desire of Creation operating under The Law of edifying one’s 
neighbour above oneself, and being mutual will lead to a righteous society.  The Bible tells us this will 
only occur in The Millennium when Satan is removed and JCg rules with a ‘rod of iron’ to break to 
pieces the rebellious nature of some individuals – who find it difficult to change away from their 
present 1st life personality (all are quotations from The Bible). 
 

2. Why other religions exist within the world if your religion is the correct one? 
We are told by The Bible that Satan as the present custodian god of this present world (being the 
operations of this worldly system within The World), is trying to frustrate/oppose Yahweh’s Desire.  
Yahweh’s Desire is that there are two universal laws to be followed (= operate as an intrinsic part of our 
personality):- 

1. Love (by Principal) The Almighty God (Yahweh) with all our mind, heart, strength, life/soul. 
2. Love (by Principal) your neighbour as yourself. 

Humans following these two laws (Mark.12v30-31) will create a harmonious society. 
However Satan wants to bring in many worldly religions with all their different religious works to 
fracture and fragment society so that they contest each other, because through historical reasons the 
proponents all believe themselves to be correct (else why do they continue?). 
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But all these worldly religions (including worldly Christianity) being from The World, demonstrated by 
the way these religions operate and being intrinsically ‘flawed by nature’ show themselves to be 
seriously wrong, but from Satan’s point of view the devotees become duped within their own worldly 
religion and thus not able to look out towards Yahweh’s only two laws – that would remove all pain 
and suffering by imitating JC’s example, here on earth during his ministry period some 2000 years ago. 
These two Laws come from Yahweh, religious works come from The World (presently ruled by Satan). 
In bringing more religions into the world Satan is able to confuse humans through this fog (of 
ideas/whims/mystique) that stop humans from finding The Truth (that originates from Yahweh). 
A simile can be given with the present monetary notes used in the world.  
At present The World does not realise that the planet is full of counterfeit monetary notes being only of 
paper value (because humans accept that their currency is correct/legitimate). However if there were the 
real monetary notes that had a direct reference to The Gold Standard then would people use it? 
No - because they are perfectly happy with their own! 
But why were these counterfeit notes originally created? 
For the sole reason the various countries of the world could not retain the link to ‘The Gold Standard’ – 
people wanted more from The World than ‘The Gold Standard’ could give (inflation). 
Exactly the same can be applied to Yahweh’s Word – being The Standard (= The Law of Moses) for us 
humans to operate under through works. 
Satan brought out his own standards that ‘The World’ chose to go for because it gave them promises 
beyond what the real valuation was worth, these being the currencies of the false Worldly religions 
having no more value than paper money. 
But Yahweh’s Standard is linked directly to ‘The Gold Standard’. 
The Standard (= The Law of Moses) was introduced into The World via The Israelite Nation as The 
Standard (of works) that must be met. 
The Gold Standard (= The 2 Laws of JC) was introduced into The World through Yahweh’s Mouth-
piece being His Ambassador JC who gave us a route to achieve The Standard (of works given earlier) 
by giving us two Laws that drove the thought processes within our mind. This was ‘The Gold Standard’ 
and those who achieved it within the 1st part of their life were considered by The Judge Yahweh (in the 
Greater Judgement) as being like His Son JC and thus given the same ‘Gold Standard’ treatment being 
“The Prize of Sonship” upon their resurrection at the 1st 2nd C of JCg.  
 

3. Why do we witness religions jockeying for supremacy (by locking others out, either politically, 
religiously, commercially or by physical force) within the world? 
We are told by The Bible that a True Christian (TC) is to present The Gospel of The Good News of The 
Millennium to any person they meet and if they respond positively, then amplify it more by explaining 
how this knowledge is to change the recipient’s present worldly personality (and the things following 
on from that personality change). 
If the person has no interest in this information - then walk away from them (on amicable terms). 
The TC is instructed never to force or coerce anyone into The Knowledge that the TC knows of. 
The Bible tells us that a TC is the one who sows (accurately giving the original information about JC) 
and waters (accurately refreshes with more information and knowledge), but it is Yahweh that makes 
the new disciple grow through the Holy Spirit (HS) working inside them upon their personality, to 
change them so that they may one day reach ‘The Gold Standard’ of success to be recognised as a Son 
of God by Yahweh. 
Thus the reader is able to see that True Christianity would never contest religious institutions directly in 
any worldly manner, but only at ‘grass roots’ level to the individual (where it really matters to Yahweh) 
by giving them the information and allowing them to make a personal decision on how they desire to 
act upon it. 
The Bible tells us the reason why this is acceptable by Yahweh is for the following reasons:- 
1. Yahweh is only after TCs during the present Gospel Age for their future role in The Millennium. 
Thus Yahweh is presently only interested in those humans who sincerely desire to imitate JC’s lifestyle 
and thus demonstrated their separation from the way this world presently operates. In this manner they 
demonstrate their God is Yahweh and not Satan - being the righteous reversal to that which occurred in 
The Garden of Eden originally to mankind. 
2. The ‘Safety Net’ of The Millennium is there for all humans (who have existed) to then learn from 
those humans (TCs) of section (1) by the example of works demonstrated. Thus all humans can stay 
comfortable in their present worldly delusion, and they will obtain nothing less than what they presently 
expect from their ‘worldly religion’, being to give them a future life in a perfect body in a perfect 
environment. However they loose out on Sonship to Yahweh (given to those of [1]) – but this was never 
promised to all the humans in section (2) by their present errant worldly religion. 
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3. It does not generate discord within society, and the TC is behaving in a righteous manner according 
to the example set by JC’s ministry. The TC is seen to be operating in a non-contentious manner and 
thus can have no cause of blame levelled against them – by those operating within/under this world’s 
normal standards’. 
 

4. Why religions interact with worldly politics when the religion is supposed to be above/beyond the 
operations of this present world – being the whole reason for its existence! 
We are told by The Bible in several places that a True Christian (TC) must never become involved with 
worldly politics for about 11 reasons that I give elsewhere (in Hebrews Epistle) because at present ‘The 
World’ is under the control of Satan and we are in no position to contend with him – only JCg will do 
that when given the command to do so by Yahweh - again we are told this many times in The Bible – 
but worldly Christians seem to ignore these verses – because they are following Satan’s desire to 
promote worldly contention (under whatever ‘plausible’ guise).  
As I state in many places on this website supported by The Bible text, True Christianity is not a 
worldly religion because its practitioners are instructed by The Bible “to be blind” to all the things 
pertaining to the world – so that a TC does not interact with any of the worldly systems that we 
presently live within. 
A TC is instructed by The Bible to be utterly secular law abiding and thus must never be seen to be part 
of any type of civil disobedience – again a contrary statement to those who insist ‘with the best possible 
motives’ that we should try to influence political opinion through pressure groups, disobedience, etc – 
however those who state this should read The Bible to redirect their errant understanding. 
My Concordance of Topics will cover this issue – to support precisely what I state here. 
As I state elsewhere The Bible tells us through the word ‘Asleep’ and that JC’s Underserved Gift was 
given for every human who existed, so our present existence is the 1st part of our lives, and we all will 
have a 2nd part of our lives through resurrection into The Millennium where we all will be given the 
opportunity to take up righteousness into our lifestyle during the 2nd and last part of our ‘single life’. 
The 2nd and last part of our life may continue for an eternity or it may end at anytime through The 2nd 
Death occurring because we chose at anytime to turn away from Yahweh and sin. Yahweh’s Decree of: 
“Sin and you die” has never been, nor will ever be rescinded.  
Thus The Millennium is the time when the TC will exercise power as a “Son of God” because their 
thought processes trained (“refined through fire”) during the 1st part of their life has humbled them, 
restrained them, made them patient and utterly subordinate as The Bride to her husband being JCg then 
to be ruling as The King in The Millennium.  
This type of human (TC) is what Yahweh is presently after (seeking) during The Gospel Age now – to 
elect/choose TCs to become His “Sons of God” for this future work-load being to teach righteousness to 
the newly resurrected humans (being all of mankind). 
These TCs in their previous existence as humans during the 1st part of their lives (now) having learnt to 
be humble, meek, contrite, unstained and unblemished by remaining away from Satan’s worldly 
offering (of politics, commercialism, worldly religion) thus thoroughly refined from The Worldly 
attacks by Satan to subdue their lifestyle that imitated JC’s ministry, have demonstrated utter loyalty as 
faithful stewards over small things, and thus to be given responsibility over greater things as 
Kings/Priests in The Millennium. TCs as proven vessels in the 1st part of their lives, thus then can be 
utterly trusted by Yahweh in the 2nd part of their lives (resurrected as kings/priests) to have and use the 
full power of His Holy Spirit just as JC was able to during his ministry period.  
Note: TCs do not need to know how The HS functions but only how to use it. The obvious simile would 
be that of a car. We may know how to drive/use a car to serve the function of travelling from A to B, 
but we do not need to know how the engine or the transmission physically works to get us from A to B.  
So that is why TCs are told by The Bible to remain unblemished during the present worldly system of 
operations (ultimately controlled by Satan) to have refined the correct personality so that they can be 
fully entrusted with this extreme power in The Millennium. 
However Satan in frustrating Yahweh’s Desire does not want TCs to exist for The Millennium, so Satan 
uses his representatives to preach involvement with the present world and thus become 
tainted/blemished with its present systems operating under Satan’s guidance. 
Can the reader see the logic behind this? 
 

5. Why religions interact with the commercial world, for the same reason above! 
We are told by The Bible that a True Christian (TC) must only take what he needs for his daily (not 
future) needs so that the fleshly body may be sustained for the next day’s preaching of The Good News 
of The Millennium to another person being a stranger that the TC should meet. 
The Bible tells us that we should take nothing more than necessities of life sustenance (symbolised by 
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just quote: “carrying our clothes, no money purse”, etc), but the leaders of worldly religions want more 
than this to prop up their comfortable lifestyle and ‘The Edifice’ of the religious organisation that gives 
them the power and prestige to operate within. To do this then they must intermingle with those having 
money and influence to support their lifestyle and that of ‘The Edifice’ (be it stock-market or wealthy 
individuals). 
We are told not to focus upon worldly things but only focus on things that pertain to Yahweh’s Desire. 
Thus a TC is not looking to The World for these comfortable ‘securities’, but only towards Yahweh, 
knowing that He will provide as required, when the need arises, the things to keep the TC secure. 
In this manner the TC bonds securely to Yahweh as his Father – all just as The Bible tells us. 
 

6. If your religion is perfect then it must perfectly cover the future of other humans who disagree 
with you. 
We are told by The Bible exactly what will happen to those humans who presently disagree with the 
message that a TC preaches to the world as a whole. However worldly Christians seem not to know 
what The Bible says on this subject, because they think along exactly the same lines as those of the 
Islamic and Judean worldly religions to those operating outside their own worldly religion. 
What worldly Christians seem to miss within The Bible is that JC came to give The Undeserved Gift to 
ALL humans irrespective of race, colour, creed or present worldly belief and not to those humans just of 
‘Christianity’. However Yahweh through JCg has offered something to those humans of The Christian 
Nation that is not offered to those people outside it. This is ‘The Prize’ spoken of by Paul which is not 
just a resurrection to the 2nd part of your life (continuation of the 1st part of your existing life), but 
guaranteed everlasting life as a “Son of God” in a spiritual body to become a “king/priest” of The 
Millennium to teach righteousness as they displayed during the 1st part of their life (being now).  
However all humans will be resurrected into The Millennium to a judgement of life or death. This does 
not mean a resurrection to immediate death for the unfortunate ones, in the ‘fire of hell’ (which 
incidentally is a worldly myth – because it will not occur), but rather a resurrection for all, where all 
humans will then be taught righteousness. 
Those humans who accept this new lifestyle will continue forever with life (in a perfected fleshly DNA 
based body), and those humans who persistently rebel against The Standards of this new righteous 
society will feel ‘the rod of iron’ upon them from JCg, and if still persistent will face The 2nd Death of 
Annihilation (= utter nothingness). This is precisely what The Bible means when they are resurrected to 
a “Day (as we are told in The Bible means a 1000 years) of Judgment”, being a crisis period of 
continual assessment where during this last opportunity the rebellious ones must now make the correct 
decision because there is no other opportunity remaining to get it correct. The Bible tells us several 
times that JC only died the once for our sins. This “wiping away”, being “the covering” (atonement) of 
the sins within the 1st part of our lives to the point where we become “asleep” (technically dead) only 
‘wipes away’, ‘covers’ the once and not for many periods of time through The Millennium period, 
where the rebellious ones being iniquitous (now knowing Evil and the Good operating systems within 
society) will be destroyed/lost perished/annihilated. 
The reader is now able to see that this is a most righteous scenario to face all humans irrespective of 
what they presently believe or do now during the 1st part of their lives when ‘living in ignorance’. 
But the teaching program must come from assayed/proven humans – these are the TCs from the 1st part 
of their lives (elected by Yahweh during the present Gospel Age) who live apart/away/without from the 
worldly things that the present worldly system can offer for our self-indulgence. 
The reader is able to understand that this is the most righteous and logical explanation to befall all 
humans, but this is not my idea – but is precisely what The Bible tells us as I carefully explain within 
The New Testament translation of The Bible on this website www.FutureLife.Org  
 

7. What is the assessment criteria of success in this world – and further, in the ‘next’?  
We are told by The Bible that JC during his ministry and subsequent selfless sacrifice to deliver to all 
humans within the world The Undeserved Gift being The Ransom Sacrifice to cover our sins during the 
1st part of our lives. 
Thus Yahweh is looking to us humans to imitate precisely the lifestyle of JC in our lives. 
We are told by The Bible, that if we imitate JC precisely (as 100% best we are able) during the 1st part 
of our lives (now The Gospel Age) then Yahweh will consider our righteous works are thus worthy of 
“The Prize” and we are told we will be paid wages for these works in imitating JC during the 1st part of 
our lives. 
The Bible tells us this Prize, being “The Wages/Hire” is to become a “Son of God” and thus a suitable 
member to become “The Bride of Christ” being made up of some 144000 humans that I call TCs. 
It is because our thought processes are ‘in-tune’ with those of Yahweh so that we can be considered as 
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a future family member – thinking in the same manner – having the pedigree (The Bible says “as Sons 
of Abraham”), by allowing Yahweh’s HS to grow within us so that upon the 1st 2nd C we become Born 
Again completely as a new person into a spiritual body ready to meet with our bridegroom being JCg in 
similar attire. 
However we are told by The Bible this is for only some 144000 humans. The rest of us will be 
resurrected into The Millennium where we will be taught and expected to learn righteousness. In this 
manner we will cultivate within ourselves the same mental thought processes that the TCs did within 
the 1st part of their life when they imitated JC’s ministry. 
Thus we in The Millennium are as growing children taking on knowledge on how to behave and thus 
start to imitate JC’s lifestyle ourselves as we nurture Yahweh’s HS within each one of us.  
If we are able to demonstrate a righteous nature where we put our neighbours’ interests before our own 
(and it will be mutual within this new society) then we become the children, as we are told by The Bible 
of this “special marriage” between JCg (as The King and Ruler) and his bride (being the TCs 
resurrected, becoming our kings and priests). 
We are told in The Bible, there will be an assay/proving of all humans at the end of the 1000 years 
(Millennium period) when Satan is released for 3.5 years to righteously mimic the assay/proving of JC 
during his ministry period in 30AD to 33AD.  
Those humans who survive this period can be called righteous and are truly ‘Born Again’ children of 
this ‘special marriage’ union between JCg and his Bride. 
Everything will be administered and overseen by Yahweh, with all the entities of The Universe 
watching on - stupefied at the utter righteousness/equality of Yahweh’s decisions and pronouncements. 
Observing how Yahweh was able to righteously unravel the sin that Satan brought into The World. 
 

8. Who or What sets the assessment criteria and maintains it for this world – and further, in the 
‘next’! 
We are told by The Bible that Yahweh sets all Laws and Standards within The Universe, and thus by 
default sets Himself as The Pinnacle of Perfection by steadfastly maintaining those Laws and Standards 
within The Universe. 
The Bible also tells us that Yahweh made the first assessment of His First/Only Begotten Son being the 
first one to be resurrected from the dead (Rev.1v5). Jesus Christ in his spiritual body as JCg being “The 
specific god” of us created us humans as The Culmination of his Creation of life here upon the earth. 
Then when his (JCg) “ultimate creation” was destined to become annihilated through sin, he (JCg) 
stepped in to become JC in a human (corruptible = capable of dying/annihilation) frame to give us all a 
one last opportunity to learn and then demonstrate righteousness in our works.  
If we do this by imitating his lifestyle during the 1st part of our lives (now) than Yahweh assesses us as 
being righteous enough to become like JCg (has been resurrected into now) – to become as a “Son of 
God” upon our resurrection. 
The Bible tells us, this is called “The Special or Greater Judgement” that is only performed by Yahweh. 
However The Bible also tells us that there is ‘The Standard or Normal Judgement’ that will occur upon 
all resurrected humans during the 1000 year assessment period (also called “Judgement Day”). This 
Standard or Normal Judgement is not carried out by Yahweh, but now has been assigned by Yahweh to 
His ‘Sons of God’, being JCg and his Bride being made up of 144000 TCs elected and chosen during 
the 1st part of their lives during The Gospel Age (2000 year period after JC’s ministry).  
Now what about their credentials? 
The Bible tells us the following (ultimately, in The Culmination, all are demonstrable) facts: 
Yahweh’s credentials: 
He has created the laws of The Universe, a few that we know of – the rest we can only dream of. 
He knew of beforehand, and thus carefully ensured that the most righteous plan for ultimate salvation to 
all those humans who ultimately desire to imitate JC in their lifestyle. 
He ensured that He fully supported His son (JCg), in JCg’s desire to save those in JCg’s ultimate 
creation who desired to be saved through imitating His son’s (JC’s) example.  
He has ensured that His Word is faithfully reproduced and the original documents faultlessly retained to 
give us this accurate and most wonderful plan for those who desire to look for it. 
For this Yahweh has The Legitimate Right, The Authority to judge and thus fulfil the desire of those 
humans who desire to be like His son JCg by resurrecting them as His personal “Sons of God” in “The 
Special and Greater Judgement”. 
Jesus Christ’s credentials. 
JC has shown us all that he “So (Principled) Loves the world of his creation that he volunteered his 
personal life” that those who desire to ultimately imitate him are given this opportunity for all time. 
JC went through pain and suffering during and principally at the end of his ministry so to provide The 
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Underserved Gift that all humans, irrespective of what they have done during the 1st part of their life 
may have one and last opportunity to know and love through personal experience of what a truly 
righteous society is like under his rule in The Millennium (and thus take it on in their lifestyle for 
everlasting life in a fleshly perfected DNA body).  
For this then Yahweh has assigned all Rights and Authority pertaining to this planet to JCg. 
Thus JCg has The Legitimate Right, The Authority to judge those humans worthy to become his sons 
of The Millennium and to continue through into his Father’s Granary in The Culmination. 
 

9. Who or What has the necessary credentials to ensure that a perfect assessment is performed in 
both questions above. What are the given auditing procedures of the reference standard? 
We are told by The Bible that Yahweh whose name means “I (make) become who/what I choose to 
become” ensures that all things behave and occur as He ultimately desires them to occur.  
This is demonstrated in The Bible. 
Creation proposed by scientists is - as I demonstrate in my commentaries on this website 
www.FutureLife.Org occurred precisely as described within The Bible. 
Historical records verify The Bible accounts. 
Discovered archaeological remains verify The Bible Accounts. 
All the several hundred (or so) prophecies written, to be fulfilled up to the present time have come true, 
every prophesy has been fulfilled = 100% success rate! 
All the patterns, allegories and archetypical events and persons are a witness to the most wonderful plan 
unfolding before us – under the perfect control of Yahweh – being The One Who knew beforehand. 
There is nothing stated in The Bible that can be discredited scientifically or morally (when you 
understand the complete picture rather than one tiny facet). 
Moral issues and a deep concern for humans to ensure that they behaved correctly to produce a 
righteous society. 
Is this not enough to verify Yahweh’s Credentials? 
 

10. How do successful humans maintain everlasting life if they decide to rebel or sin at some time 
later in the next life? 
We are told by The Bible that there will be an evaluation period where resurrected humans will be 
taught righteousness in the 2nd part of their life. The humans resurrected into The Millennium would 
have remembered the experience (through memory and the replays of Yahweh’s equivalents to HD 
DVDs during their training program) what an unrighteous society (under Satan’s control) was like 
during the 1st part of their life and also will experience during the future society how it is the most 
wondrously righteous society, all under the direct control of JCg. 
Now at the end of the 1000 years these resurrected humans must make a very important decision – the 
most important – literally “of their life”: - Do they remain faithful to JCg and thus imitate a lifestyle that 
JC showed us during his ministry or do they become iniquitous and follow after Satan when he is 
released for 3.5 years at the end of The Millennium? 
They will experience Satan for 3.5 years being exactly (like for like) the same period of time that JC did 
during his ministry and as such they must imitate him and not sin – thus remain righteous for the whole 
of this period. 
If they remain righteous under this duress, then they will pass through to an eternity of the most 
wonderful existence that we can only presently dream of. We will participate with other members of 
Yahweh’s Creation elsewhere within The Universe – because we are no longer loathed pariahs.  
If we wilfully, knowing the future consequences of our actions, deliberately fail by becoming selfish in 
our actions and start taking again from our neighbour – then we will face The 2nd Death of Annihilation. 
It will be as though we (on an individual basis) had never existed.  
Thus as we understand from this. Those who pass this assay period of 3.5 years at the end of The 
Millennium under the duress of Satan will never desire to go back there again (= back to this 6000 years 
of experienced pain and suffering being the 1st part of our lives) in the future especially when Satan is 
permanently removed for an eternity afterwards. 
Thus a logical conclusion. 
Again, I have not invented any of this – but we are clearly told by The Bible exactly of this specific 
future scenario.  We are told by The Bible to preach it and at the time of writing (2007), no-one does! 
However this was the 1st Century Message that Satan strangled in 325AD during the council of Nicea. 
 

11. How your religion interacts and is supported by known and tested scientific evidence. 
We are told by The Bible exactly how The Earth (being the mineral planet) and The World (being 
Greek for “The Adornment” of the earth thus = all forms of life upon it) was created. I have explained 
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elsewhere precisely (step by step and verse by verse) how science directly corroborates exactly what 
was written within Genesis (when viewed with respect to The Earth – that specific vantage point has 
always been missed by ‘scholars’ and critics alike) as explained within this 1st book of The Bible. The 
Bible is specifically written on all aspects relative the planet and not for anything off the planet for the 
sole reason it is written for humans on the planet and not a handbook for all entities within The 
Universe (else it would be a rather large book) – another point also missed by worldly ‘scholars’. 
Remember this was written as such when humans had no scientific equipment to know what we 
presently know from science. The Bible’s information was not ‘guess work’ – because it is 100% 
accurate (as I clearly explain elsewhere) but given directly to Moses by Yahweh who then reproduced it 
in the Book of Genesis as a faithful scribe. 
Further, the laws given to The Israelites were to help them. 
We know that pork rots quickly and the Israelites were advised not to eat pig meat. 
Shellfish live on ‘manure’ in the sea and thus were advised not to eat them. 
Many animals live on carrion and thus may be unhealthy for humans to then eat. For this reason certain 
types of birds and animals were considered as unclean – thus not to be eaten.  
Many practices, such as defecating outside the camp, Laws regarding ailments such as the infectious 
form of leprosy were given to protect the Israelites. 
Specific social laws were given to give a balanced and righteous operation to Jewish society. 
All these things were unknown to “the heathen” outside The Knowledge of Yahweh. 
 

12. Why are we not in the next stage of our existence, or are we? 
We are told by The Bible that we all are in the present 1st part of our life during the past 6000 years (or 
so) under the primary jurisdiction of Satan – being since the beginning of human’s existence where our 
ancestors chose to have Satan as ‘our specific god’ rather than Yahweh as our rightful God (and we 
follow through in our permanently damaged DNA fleshly body reproduced through generations – 
contrary to what the ‘worldly religion’ of macro-evolution espouses – being one of physical 
‘improvement’ dictated by the environment – psychologically as well? – Now that is a question!).  
When the world is considered full (including all previous generations) then JCg will come and 
introduce The Millennium where we all (being those who have died) will be resurrected into a perfected 
DNA bodies - made perfect by Devine Intelligence – rather than by millions of years of faulty mutants!  
We will then enter the 2nd part of our life which can be continuous for an eternity, or it may end in 
annihilation – the choice being ours after we have experienced what living in a righteous society is like. 
 

 
Questions on the religion itself: 
 

13. Does your religion itself intrinsically need you?  Or do you need the religion!  Needs careful 
thought! 
We are told by The Bible that True Christianity does not presently need you because there is the ‘safety 
net’ of The Millennium. In fact on several occasions The Bible specifically names some people for 
whom it would be better for them not to be part of The Truth so that later (in The Millennium) they 
would have learnt from their mistakes of the 1st part of their life and thus be resolved never to repeat 
them again. Thus it will go well for them in the 2nd part of their life to learn from these mistakes and 
thus live for an eternity because they have taken on The Knowledge of Salvation. If they had done this 
during the 1st part of their life then like perhaps some worldly Christian Leaders (demonstrated as being 
iniquitous) they would have distorted/twisted The Truth of Yahweh’s Word to deceive others to their 
harm, and thus never be resurrected again (for the sole reason they are spiritually living in the 2nd part of 
their life through their convent with Yahweh broken). 
However we are told by The Bible that it would go better for us if we submitted ourselves to The Desire 
of Yahweh, both in this present world and the next upon our resurrection. For this reason it is much 
better for most people to take on True Christianity now (rather than the sham of worldly Christianity) 
for two reasons: 
1. The foremost being a possible opportunity to become a “Son of God” – not for one’s own self-
gratification (because if it was for this, then you would be instantly rejected) – but rather, because you 
personally inwardly desire to please Yahweh – knowing that this is what He Desires of you. 
2. It will make the 1st part of your life go easier, because you will not chase after the things of the world 
that often have a pleasant sugary coating but are in reality poison inside. 
Examples of this would be “Immorality” – pleasant at the time but leads to mental pain perhaps in one 
or both parties after some period of time. “Consumerism” – nice at the time but when the debts come in 
afterwards – causes pain (I have had a work colleague commit suicide through this and the ‘knock on’ 
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pain to his family was so distressing). And so on with many other examples. 
So from the above whether we need True Christianity now – or later (in The Millennium) we ultimately 
do if we desire to remain in a wonderful society where each member mutually edifies their neighbour 
for an eternity. 
Now if this is not for you then you can turn your back upon it now, and also during your last 
opportunity in the future Millennium to become annihilated. 
But if you desire to be part of this wondrous new society under the jurisdiction of JCg then it is most 
certainly wise to take in knowledge on how to behave in your life - as soon as possible! 
Learn how to program your synapse construction with righteous thoughts now, so as to regain as much 
positive “Heavenly Treasure” (see Glossary) as possible (being the retained synapse mapping). 
Please read this website further to know how this should be done! 
 

14. Does the religious establishment/edifice need you?  Or do you need the religious establishment? 
The Bible tells us that True Christianity has no buildings and no religious edifices or icons. Thus quite 
simply a True Christian (TC) does not need such things especially when The Bible distinctly tells us 
that a TC should have no icons or fancy clothes and paraphernalia hanging off us. 
This is all worldly – designed by Satan to take our eye off the real ball. 
So what does The Bible tell us? 
The Bible tells us there is only one building that is being constructed by Yahweh through humans. 
This building is the future Temple of Yahweh being made out of 144000 stones hewn out (through self-
imposed work) during The Gospel Age of some 2000 years after the ministry period of JC. These 
humans are “the individual stones” that go to make this Temple of Yahweh that the Bible tells us will 
come from the heavens to the earth at the start of The Millennium. The Bible tells us through the 
prophets of Old Israel that all humans in the future will go to Yahweh’s Organisation being The New 
Jerusalem and within The New Jerusalem is The New Temple (TCs) of God (Yahweh) being the TCs 
now resurrected as Kings/Priests to bring all humans to God by teaching righteousness – that is why 
they are specifically called “The Temple of God” (see Glossary for all these terms explained). 
We are also told by The Bible that the only mark that we should carry is a “mark on our forehead”. 
What does this mean?  The forehead is symbolic term in The Bible to mean “Clearly Visible to the 
World” and the word “Mark” means something that “Identifies you as being different to The World”. 
Thus we stand out as being different to The World (by our standards being different to The World). The 
Bible tells us what this means. It means that we are to take on a new personality in our lifestyle so that 
we stand-out as being distinctly different to how The World as a whole behaves. 
As we are told by The Bible that we need no religious establishment, but that we are to meet ‘like 
minded’ people to provide mutual support, so that the work of accurately spreading The Word of God 
being The Gospel of The Good News should be spread most effectively/efficiently to those humans of 
all The World who have not heard of it. 
Thus no money/time/effort whatsoever should be given for ‘The Establishment’ being something of 
‘The World – of Satan’ but rather to accurately promote Yahweh’s Word to establish “The Truth” in 
people’s minds and hearts – so that they become as The Bible tells us: “The witness of The Truth being 
seen in our lifestyles – being the change in our personality from that of The present World to one that 
Yahweh enjoys”. 
 

15. How are the two (four) questions above related together within your religion? 
The Bible tells us that the onus is upon each one of us being an individual responsibility. There no 
escape by pushing ‘the responsibility’ onto someone else – perhaps ‘the front man’ being the leader for 
symbiotic reasons (being that they feed the congregation with what the congregation wants to be fed 
upon = ‘worldly food’).  
Thus the responsibility is upon each one of us – to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire in our life to the very best 
that we are personally able (we are judged upon our synapse construction). The Bible tells us that if we 
claim to be a Christian then each one of us is being sifted, carefully examined by Yahweh during the 1st 
part of our life as “The Special/Greater Judgement”:– Are we worthy to become a suitable mate (Bride) 
for His First/Only present Son (from this earth) and thus also to be elected/chosen by Yahweh as His 
“Son of God”? 
We are told by The Bible that this assay/assessment is on-going and continuous, records are made and 
will be declared to all humans in The Millennium to what all of us have done during the 1st part of our 
lives.  
Thus the commitment is not to “the worldly edifice” (both the building and the people inside) but rather 
to each and every human that we come across in our daily lives (being our neighbours).  
The Bible tells us that it is Yahweh’s Desire that we are to imitate JC and accurately spread The Word 
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of God to strangers and to display His Desire in our lifestyle being The Fruits of The Holy Spirit to 
strangers (in Bible terms = our neighbours). 
TCs have had their former worldly personality utterly changed by ‘The Word of God’ (spoken through 
JC being the mouthpiece of Yahweh here upon the Earth), so that they “speak with one voice” – they 
also “practice what they preach” – they also “clearly explain what The Word of Yahweh means to each 
and everyone of us without any provisos – or excuses – or in mysteries”. 
This is what separates a TC from a worldly Christian. 
The Bible tells us that a TC “is blind to the world” so that they do not interact with the policies and the 
things that The World uses to entice humans into and within it. Thus a TC with a personality change has 
gained a 6th sense (through Yahweh’s Holy Spirit) and can spot “devious speech”, “enticing lures” long 
before worldly humans can and this is the protection that Yahweh offers to those who are TCs living 
within the present world under Satan’s jurisdiction (soon to be curtailed). Particularly useful in 
recognising worldly and thus false Christian worship now pandemic within The World (that Yahweh 
finds most distasteful having closed His ears upon frothy displays of worship that only panders to the 
entertainment desires of the participants). 
 

16. What do you think you get out of your religion now – Why do you support it? –  
Think deeply why - because I can immediately think of at least 10 reasons why you might! 
Quite simply:- 
A TC is only accepted by Yahweh as being a TC if and only if they desire to imitate JC’s lifestyle and 
produce the commensurate works for the sole reason to please Yahweh for no reward of any type – and 
certainly nothing from the present world (for self-indulgency).  
However because this genuine/sincere inward motivation of self-sacrifice to edify the TC’s fellow 
neighbour over the TC’s own ‘worldly self-indulgence’ of a future ‘worldly return’, then Yahweh does 
pay them a reward being one of Personal Sonship worthy of a person who has sacrificed the 1st part of 
his life in fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire for no worldly return (of ‘whatever’ that motivates a worldly 
seeking person). 
The Bible tells us:- 
If you work at something for no worldly return (of any self-indulgence being money/power/prestige/etc) 
then Yahweh will recompense (The Bible tells us these words “Pay/Reward/Hire”) you in the 2nd part of 
your life. 
If however you are a leader with a very large congregation receiving the accolades/honour/worship for 
being a most ‘wonderful religious leader’ loved by everyone, then sadly you have received your reward 
here on earth during the 1st part of your life and Yahweh will give nothing in the 2nd part of your life for 
this work. 
Why? 
Because “the motivation is wrong” – rather than all things being directed to Yahweh, the religious 
leader is allowing himself/herself to receive the worldly returns (of ‘whatever’) from the congregation. 
Now clearly these leaders will say all the “worldly correct” sound-bites in ‘directing things’ to Yahweh 
or praising Him, but these are just words, so look at their actions (and their “fruitage”). Do they “scurry 
about in the dust as a waiter” personally helping those humans lost to understand (= what they really 
should be doing with) The Scriptures (being the meaning of the Greek word for “minister”) or rather do 
they drive about in a car – perhaps a 4x4 and chauffer driven from a rather nice house that is so much 
better than that of the least person in the congregation? 
Remember in the True Christian religion – The Leader JC said: “He had nowhere to lay his head!” 
Also compare JC’s fruitage being his apostles and of what their workload consisted. 
These are the things that the reader must carefully reason upon. 
Most importantly What is Yahweh’s Desire? 
We are told by The Bible to preach The Word first, to be demonstrated by our actions. 
In fact JC explicitly says: 

“The only reason why I have come is to Preach of Yahweh’s Acceptable Year.” 
We were not told anywhere in The Bible that our first priority is to be a caring social worker because 
any worldly religion can, and they successfully do this (including some Atheists who are very good). 
But Yahweh’s Desire is ignored if this is done – though a necessary “perchance” operation in works of 
caring is important, but it must not stop our primary Goal which is to accurately explain what The 
Millennium, and the personality Standard required really is – because at present no-one knows – they 
are lost - not knowing what the goal is – and how to get there! 
Thus in conclusion a TC works for zero worldly reward – only for the ‘inward glow of fulfilment’ of 
Yahweh’s Desire of them - knowing that they have worked as hard as possible to accurately spread The 
Knowledge of Yahweh to any stranger they meet during their life. This stranger who was once lost, and 
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now after meeting this TC, the stranger becomes focused, to know of Yahweh’s Desire/Requirement of 
them and how this will edify their future when The Scriptures were/are fully explained to them. 
 

17. What do you actually get out of your religion – the deepest question yet! 
To fulfil Yahweh’s Desire/Requirement of me to the very best of my ability. 
To do this then you need to know your strengths and weaknesses. Gain the knowledge and then 
understand it – understand why things are occurring – always get under the knowledge. 
I always pray for knowledge, wisdom, understanding and discernment and I feel that Yahweh has given 
these to me as gifts of The Holy Spirit. However “knowledge” does not come by sitting back and 
waiting for it – but only through work!  Deeper knowledge comes from seeking (as The Bible clearly 
tells us in many places), and being the continual absorbing, like a sponge, all things around you and 
then referring them back to The Bible for guidance.  
From this one is able to apply this “knowledge accurately” that becomes the “wisdom” given to us from 
Yahweh – being ‘the knowledge from The Bible’. By having this knowledge and applying it accurately 
within one’s life then one is able to understand why ‘The World’ is behaving as it. 
Finally the “discernment” comes from the other three qualities because you have the ability to get under 
and behind worldly practices. As a professional inquisitor once said: “You never initially take at ‘face 
value’ what has been said – but rather ask of yourself: “Why have they said what they have just said” 
Thus by adopting this approach, you are then able to get into their mind. I give these as tools for the 
reader to use when they audit their religious leader because so many are so ‘skilled to deceive’ – some 
(being the younger members) do not even realise it because they are deceived themselves by The 
Edifice around them!  The more mature leaders are hardened, and just work ‘the system’ for their own 
gain (as their works demonstrate when compared with the various religions they espouse). 
These four qualities then give a person protection from the present ‘world of deception’. These people 
are then able to adjust and regulate their life so that they become “blind to the lures of the world” – just 
as The Bible tells us. In this manner these people then do not fall victim to The World, as we witness. 
There is an interesting saying for the vast majority of humans who do not have The Bible as a guide. 
“Most young people have a wonderful time and a much more difficult time when older in life”. 
However for a True Christian then the reverse is true especially if it is extended to mean the 1st part of 
our life and the 2nd part of our life being a resurrection into guaranteed eternity! 
 

18. What does the religious establishment/edifice get out of you? – Subtlety different to the earlier 
question! 
Quite simple a worldly religious establishment should get nothing out of you, because all your time is 
spent in fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire of bringing more human minds and hearts to know of Him and what 
He demands of them. 
That word ‘Demands’ seems harsh today. Well it depends how to take it! 
The word “demand” is used in the sense: “You have the intrinsic passionate desire to fulfil His Desire 
then ‘the work’ implicitly will be done, else it becomes impossible for you to fulfil His Desire!” 
It is a virtuous circle – one drives the other. 
In closing on this section, ‘The Christian Religion’ that JC brought into this world did not set up 
religious establishments, all the paraphernalia and the very worldly religious works (being a direct copy 
of The Pharisees – condemned by JC) that we see operating today. The Bible tells us to imitate JC and 
thus we too must not be party to the worldly edification of these very worldly religious establishments. 
If we desire to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire of us – then we would be wasting our time upon something that 
Yahweh will destroy in His own time just as The Bible book of Revelation tells us, the pattern being of 
the Old Jewish Nation/Establishment destroyed in 70AD (just as The Gospels prophesied) who 
themselves did not represent Yahweh’s Word either. Yahweh does not want any worldly religious 
establishment being of The Old World Order (under Satan’s Control) coming through into His 
Millennium, being His Acceptable Year. He will use the mechanisms/operations of The World to 
destroy these ‘Harlots’ (principally Worldly Christianity, Islam and Judaism just before The 
Millennium comes in – for the sole reason they had access to The Truth and abused this trust) – just as 
He has done in the past to set patterns for those watching to observe and to then react positively. 
 

19. What does the religious establishment/edifice actually get out of you? – Even more subtle 
question! 
Again a worldly religious establishment takes your effort away from fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire. Thus a 
worldly religious establishment is resisting/opposing Yahweh’s Desire of you. Thus by definition a 
worldly religious establishment is imitating Satan (whose name means “resister/opposer”) being the 
present god of this world (whose selfishness and self-indulgency most of us emulate and thus logically 
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make him ‘our god’).  This is precisely what The Bible tells us in several places for our warning. 
     What do I mean? 
The committee meetings to discuss everything except getting out and spreading Yahweh’s Word. 
The wealth that comes in to support everything other than getting out to spread Yahweh’s Word. 
Money is given by those who find this easier than getting out to spread Yahweh’s Word. 
The politics operating within the structure to inhibit getting out to spread Yahweh’s Word. 
Preaching something acceptable to the devotees rather than getting them out to spread Yahweh’s Word. 
Remove reference to The Bible, to then substitute in poor translations - or other books of even more 
dubious authenticity so that people have no firm knowledge to get out and spread Yahweh’s Word. 
Inundate the world with worthless, lightweight, frothy, useless ‘Bible studies’, ‘explanations’ by 
worldly Christian leaders “What ‘Christianity’ means to them”, etc, etc so that “The Absolute Truth” is 
lost in all this wasted frivolous effort – so that humans cannot see “The wood for the trees”.  Satan’s 
world is just mechanically pumping this waste out - just to ‘please the senses of humans at large’. 
And finally the worse extension of the above:- 
Being a religious establishment that twists and distorts Yahweh’s Word so that people feel no need to 
get out and accurately spread Yahweh’s Word to the strangers they may meet during their life both by 
word, actions and work.  And if perchance they do get out the message, then it is so distorted as to 
confuse more people and thus keep them too, away from fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire of them. 
However though this sounds really disastrous (and it is) – it is like this because Yahweh is deliberately 
pulling out from this utter mess (under Satan’s jurisdiction) those (TCs) who climb through and out of 
this manure by their own efforts (clearly with the help of Yahweh’s Holy Spirit now within them 
because they are displaying themselves to be suitable candidates) because they are personally struggling 
to get to “The Truth” – all this is just as The Bible tells us. It is these 144000 Sons of God (and I may 
perhaps term William Tyndale as one) who Yahweh is searching for – whose inner character and drive 
ensure that they bond to Yahweh as faithful stewards. 
This is what The Gospel Age is for – a sifting out of characters. 
The Bible tells us these ones (TCs) are “refined through fire”, “loved by The Father” and “chastened to 
make perfect” and thus to become His “Sons of God”. 
 

20. What do you think you will get out of your religion? – This is different to earlier questions. 
Worldly religions use the lure: “Belong to our religion and ‘we guarantee an everlasting life – you shall 
not die’”.  Well of course - they would say that, would they not! 
And the very fact they all say: – “It must be ours and practice our specific religious works to be saved” 
causes an external rational observer to reason upon the situation presented by all these different 
religions preaching the same goal with different religious works as perhaps a sham! 
Just repeating this because it is so important: 

This external observer standing back and applying a bit of common sense to the global 
situation will make the observation that the supposed required works (of each religion) are 
different in their own right to other worldly religions - for the same result! 

This would cause this external observer ‘to smell a rat’ about all of them – hence the legitimate atheists! 
Now I am not a cynic(?) – but this is just not logical to one who operates on logical principals. 
That is enough said on the very worldly religions – let us now see what The Bible tells us. 
What does The Bible tell us:- 
1. The Bible tells us that JC came to save all people (irrespective of what they presently believe). The 
Bible tells us that this is unconditional and that no works can pay for it. Thus these two reasons tell us it 
applies to all humans irrespective of what people believe or have done during their present life. This 
automatically tells us standard worldly Christianity is wrong in what it preaches!   I welcome comment 
from the very best Biblical scholars on this – obviously quoting Bible text if possible to support their 
errant stance. 
2. The Bible also tells us that there is something better on offer if we imitate JC in our lifestyle and 
“make ourselves blind to the ways/operations of the world”. This ‘better something’ is “The Prize” that 
Paul spoke of. It is The Prize of Sonship to Yahweh having with it guaranteed eternal life in a spiritual 
body that is unable to die at The 2nd Death. 
The Bible tells us 3 times (thus definitely not symbolic) that this number is 144000 individuals. 
3. The Bible also tells us that the 1st death only means “asleep” and this was applied by example to 
some of those who did not believe in JC, thus showing us that JC’s Undeserved Gift is open to all 
humans (see (1) above). This “asleep” is different to The 2nd Death that could come later - which means 
utter annihilation. 
4. The Bible also tells us that the vast majority of us will be resurrected in Fleshly DNA bodies which 
will be perfected and thus able to live forever because of the self correcting and repair enzymes 
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operating within the basic structure DNA structure (JCg practiced re-growth DNA on crabs and lizards 
earlier during the design phase before Adam’s existence as the fossil records clearly show us). 
5. The Bible tells us that all the humans resurrected will be taught righteousness during a period of 1000 
years where all the things done by all humans in the 1st part of their life will be thoroughly exposed to 
all those around. This is the time that The Bible tells us is called “The Restoration” where all things are 
made anew – thus reconciliation must be made between all parties. 
Furthermore The Bible tells us that all humans will be taught how to behave so that they always put 
their neighbour’s welfare before themselves. Naturally this will be mutual between all members. 
6. The Bible also tells us that there will be a final period of 3.5 years that mimic JC’s original ministry 
where just as JC in a fleshly body assayed himself as being perfect, then likewise (on a like for like 
basis = real righteousness) for specific human members to survive (assessed on a one for one basis by 
JCg and the TCs then as Kings/Priests) thus logically all humans individually must assay themselves as 
being perfect in Satan’s presence for 3.5 years. 
If humans choose to revert back to their former lifestyle (during this 3.5 year assay period) as 
demonstrated in the 1st part of their life, then they will face The 2nd Death of annihilation – just as 
though they had never existed. 
These events are precisely, righteously/equitably exactly as The Bible teaches us. 
The question is: “Does your worldly religion teach it?”  Because Satan does not want it taught! 
This knowledge is precisely what the 1st century Christians taught and were murdered for it! 
      Why? 
Because this is precisely what is written in the original Greek (as my translation of The New Testament 
on www.futurelife.org clearly shows) and the exacting requirements to become a “Son of God” hurt too 
many people who had vestige worldly interests to the contrary – just as today! 
 

21. If that is the reason why you support it, then why do so many people not agree with you? 
Perhaps not many people agree with me today (but it is early days)! 
The Bible tells us that at the end of The Gospel Age a great white multitude (in prophecy = many 
righteous [white clothes = perfect personality] humans), and these clearly are those humans who have 
taken on-board ‘a knowledge’ and thus a new lifestyle (personality) that is considered to be ‘in-tune’ 
with Yahweh’s Desire. 
Perhaps this web-site giving out Yahweh’s message as faithfully as possible (with absolute fidelity) – 
with no worldly return from any human, may just lead to that most wonderful sight. 
 

22. Religious Works – Who or what do they promote? 
The Bible tells us that religious works of any description are an anathema to (despised by) Yahweh. 
There are the other works that Yahweh loves and these works are those that edify your neighbour’s 
welfare by bringing them closer to know of Yahweh’s Desire of them personally (with no worldly 
return to the giver). 
Religious works (as I describe elsewhere) edify the vanity of the self - at Yahweh’s disgust. 
Taking on a new personality of humility to then place yourself into the position to commence the 
accurate preaching work in spreading the Word of Yahweh to edify your neighbour, brings Yahweh’s 
love and further the Holy Spirit onto the one who does this. 
Not much more to be said on the subject – else it becomes waffle – The World is only too good at that! 
 

23. What are the actions of the acolytes of your religion like – are they partisan? 
This question truly shows whether the religion is from a unifying God edifying society or from a god 
that promotes disunity within society from the self-indulgency expressed over our neighbour (and 
where that leads - we see all around us today)! 
What would The Almighty God of The Universe desire? 
He would desire that His Information on how we all should behave to one another should be equally 
distributed – because all of us are equally subject to His requirements of us – then logically that must be 
explained to all humans fairly. 
The Bible tells us that all humans are to be treated equally when being given The Knowledge of 
Yahweh, The Bible specifically tells us that we are to become like them (meaning to their reasoning 
level) so that we can speak on a ‘level playing field’ so that the recipient is at ease and thus able to 
absorb The Knowledge of Yahweh and JC. 
The Bible tells us that there is only One Almighty God and presently only “First/One Son of God 
coming out from the dead” (Rev.1v5) of this world. The Son of God (JCg now but was JC during his 
ministry) is our only intercessor between us and The Almighty God Yahweh, because of who JCg is 
and what he has done for us in the past. This is The Universal Truth that must be passed to all humans 
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irrespective of their background – just as The Bible tells us. This information must not be diluted or 
mixed with the dross that pervades The World of utter misunderstanding.  
 

24. What are the actions of the acolytes of your religion like – are they loving to those outside your 
religion, including your enemies?  Are their enemies the same as yours?   Do you have enemies? 
We witness violence operating in ‘the name of religion’ within The World of mankind, and the very 
fact that this occurs and further, condoned by some of the religious leaders of that particular religion 
immediately tells us that they represent a false worldly religion, being one led by Satan to cause further 
pain and suffering within the world through expressed self-indulgencey. This can be accurately stated 
because Satan is ‘the god of self-indulgency’ causing disunity/fragmentation/schisms to oppose/resist 
Yahweh’s Desire of a perfect tranquil/serene/peaceful society – born out by what we all witness.  
That is what we witness in The World – but what is a True Christian’s (TC’s) view on this? 
The Bible is very clear on this and tells us specifically how a TC should behave in their lifestyle. 
1. The Bible tells us to take in accurate* knowledge – so that we know how to behave. 
2. The Bible tells us to inculcate this knowledge into our minds – so that we now act as we know. 
3. The Bible tells us that the heart being the seat of passion/zeal must drive us forwards with our acts. 
4. The Bible tells us from (1,2,3) we now understand that we must throw away our old personality being 
of The World and put on a new personality that now imitates JC’s lifestyle. 
5. The Bible tells us that we must perpetually place ourselves in the position to repeat (1) to other 
people who are presently our strangers so that they too may be in the position to learn of the wonderful 
new message that Satan is trying to hide within his fog of misinformation. 
In that these strangers learning of (1), then (now as brothers) may they go through stages (2 to 5) in 
their own lives to the glory of Yahweh Desire. 
So what do the points (1 to 5) mean to us in our daily lives? 
The prime requirement is getting to (5), ideally for every human on this planet – then we will have a 
perfect society – however The Bible tells us that this will not occur until The Millennium is brought 
into The World being the time of “Yahweh’s Acceptable Year” when JCg is ruling.  
The Bible clearly tells us that JCg is not ruling now during The Gospel Age (contrary to the false 
message that worldly Christianity preaches) and thus applying his “rod of iron” yet upon those 
rebellious resurrected humans – this will occur during The future Millennium – we are not there yet – 
but soon to be! 
The Bible tells us that this present period of time called The Gospel Age is the time when Yahweh is 
electing/choosing His Sons of God from out of The Christian Nation (covering all the nations of the 
world), thus The Bible gives specific instruction on how these very special humans are to behave. 
Quite simply TCs are to accurately imitate JC in preaching Yahweh’s Word to all strangers (= as The 
Bible terms our “neighbours”) of The World (particularly now The World is known as a “Global 
Village”). 
        That is it! 
It is because The Bible tells us that our strangers are to be considered as our neighbours, and even those 
whom we may consider as being our enemies are also our neighbours and thus must be treated with 
respect. The Word of Yahweh must not be withheld from any human – all humans must have a fair 
opportunity to come to know of Yahweh and thus be in the position to throw away their old worldly 
personality to put on the new personality that pleases Yahweh. 
The Bible also makes a very specific distinction between “Brother” and “Neighbour” (being the only 
two entities stated). The “Brother” is one whose lifestyle operates within The Fidelity of Yahweh, while 
one’s “Neighbour” is anyone whose lifestyle is not operating within The Fidelity of Yahweh (= 
everyone else).  
This section is for Neighbour and so I will only discuss what this means. 
The Bible tells us in Luke.6v27-38 specifically how we should respond to our “neighbour” being our 
friend on one extreme, to another being at the other extreme, who may be considered as our enemy.  
The Bible metaphorically speaks of “turning the other cheek” to an unprovoked ‘slap’ from ‘an enemy’. 
This section specifically tells us how a TC should behave on a ‘one to one contact basis’ (rather than a 
worldly Christian getting involved with worldly political issues). Thus keeping out of world politics by 
being utterly neutral (and thus not being type cast/labelled on a worldly level – to the distraction of 
Yahweh’s interests), then a TC is specifically being instructed on how to operate at the ‘one to one 
personal level’ (being the only level that the TC must operate at within The World).  
Thus a TC will visit strangers and explain Yahweh’s Word. Invariably personal attacks will come only 
from those whom “The Word of Yahweh” hurts their personal lifestyle, being false religious leaders, or 
secular authorities who feel threatened. It will not be from those of the population at large because if 
those of the population do not like what they hear, then they just ignore the TC, because they cannot be 
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bothered to do any other! 
When these attacks occur the expression “turn the other cheek” means precisely the following: 
“Do not respond with any counteraction – but endure it to minimise the tension and thus not to ramp up 
any further violence.”  Then leave the area as soon as physically possible to allow the situation to calm 
down. 
It does not mean stay and become ‘a punch bag’. Clearly if you are restrained then you have no option, 
but always keep the situation as calm as possible – often remain quiet and answer truthfully to the 
questions asked of you.  This is the whole crux of being a TC. 
The lifestyle of a TC is to remain absolutely neutral in worldly affairs and open in what they do . 
The results from this type of lifestyle is that they have absolutely nothing to hide and can answer 
truthfully when they are arrested. They can only answer issues on Yahweh’s Word and nothing else 
because they lead an ‘open life’ and deliberately ‘kept out of worldly politics’. 
And just as The Bible states “You only become known for suffering for the Word of God and for no 
other reason (being political in nature)” 
In this manner the accuser has nothing upon which to accuse! 
Except by default to accuse the TC on ‘The Word of Yahweh’ being preached. Thus the accuser is now 
siding with Satan directly against Yahweh – and if the accuser is a religious leader and many will be, 
then the Bible tells us that “coals of fire will be heaped upon them”, and also “they will believe they are 
offering sacred service to ‘God’”. 
Thus just as The Bible tells us:- 
A TC will have no enemies through any worldly political opinion (because a TC is “blind to all worldly 
affairs”), but only through the accurate preaching of Yahweh’s Word to his neighbour, which will 
infuriate those who are then exposed as hypocrites in their lifestyle! 
Thus as The Bible tells us that TCs are to become ‘Temples of Yahweh’ (= being ‘the means’ to know 
about Yahweh) so that those who may mistreat us in their ignorance, may upon the reflection of our 
non-hostile stance come back to us and ask what makes us behave in this manner. This is the time when 
we are instructed by The Bible to forgive them so that we are in the position to accurately preach 
Yahweh’s message to them, how the knowledge of His Desire operating within us has thoroughly 
changed our personality so that we on a personal level have no inclination return hate with hate. 
The TC’s desire is to promote Yahweh’s interests over and above the worldly interests of the TC. 
       It is a simple as that!  
And because in Yahweh’s Eyes a TC has been elected/chosen by Yahweh to ‘The One Gold Standard’ 
set by His Son JC (during his ministry of some 2000 years ago) then all TCs will behave exactly the 
same as each other throughout the whole world irrespective of race/nation/colour to exactly the standard 
given in the above explanation. 
Thus while all TCs have their own personality, the personality displayed to The World will be one of no 
deviants, because they will all have the white clothing in Yahweh’s Eyes so that they all behave almost 
clone-like in their interaction with humans in The World and naturally also the message that they 
preach will be identical appropriate to what Yahweh Desires for the era during The Gospel Age. 
Basically they are sincerely (as judged by Yahweh) acting upon what they discern from The Bible at 
their time during The Gospel Age, as Paul tells us: “We only see darkly now, but one day we will see 
clearly” (after the 1st 2nd C, being the TC’s resurrection as The Bride of Christ). 
I explain elsewhere that these TCs when resurrected become the kings/priests, as Sons of God, to 
become the leaders (kings/priests) who then teach righteousness to all the resurrected humans, so that 
they learn to imitate the same personality that the TCs displayed in the 1st part of their lives –as 
described here. 
In this manner the contamination of selfishness within the human personality is removed, because 
people will grow to love this new environment of The Millennium. 
The Bible tells us that they will become subject to the final 3.5 year assay as I explain elsewhere. 
I hope this rather long piece answers the original question sufficiently. 
* Accurate: Means spending much time taking in knowledge from a proven reliable source, then 
evaluate and very carefully reason upon it – think deeply about what it really means to Yahweh, JCg, 
your neighbour and then finally yourself. 
 

25. What are the actions/works of the acolytes around you of your religion – Do they help to promote 
lawfulness or lawlessness?  Lawlessness leads to suffering, because the world shows that the 
strongest takes from the weaker – which surely ‘a religion of peaceful co-existence’ would not 
espouse! 
Just as the question states in its observation of The World today – the horrors of lawlessness leading to 
the suffering that we all witness. This comes directly from the lawlessness of the leaders jostling for 
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pre-eminence over the other (for self-indulgence). Though apparently John Nash came up with a 
mathematical formula to explain the present observations we all witness, particularly at the upper levels 
in society (loosely termed ‘Game Theory’) – where that type of person has climbed to suitable positions 
again for self-indulgence (of whatever type that fulfils their personal ‘wants’)! 
Religious leaders have disgraced themselves, as witnessed throughout history by adding to this 
lawlessness where they meddle in worldly political and commercial issues – particularly applicable to 
the major religions of the world who are supposed to be nearer ‘The Truth’ – especially being the 
monotheistic religions.  The Bible tells us: “By your fruit you shall know them!” 
And because The World witnesses this hypocrisy then The World ignores The Truth of The Almighty 
God (Yahweh) behind these religious leaders’ false representations (because they are all different!) of 
The Truth (and thus speaks volumes in itself)! 
The Bible tells us that they are false ambassadors to The Almighty God – for which they all will have to 
answer during The Millennium.  Those false ambassadors closer to The Truth (being worldly Christian 
leaders) will have a much harder time in The Millennium because their synapse construction has 
become seared during the 1st part of their life where more was given and thus more was expected from 
them by Yahweh! 
Because a false religious message is given to The World by the religious leaders – particularly the very 
worldly Christian Leaders – then everyone is lost in a fog of delusion all having different ideas thinking 
theirs is correct (as we witness with some 20,000 worldly Christian denominations) – only because of 
the lawlessness created by the false message put out by the false representatives of The Almighty God. 
What this website tries to do is put out a coherent framework of what Yahweh’s Plan is for the whole of 
humanity that is logically based upon all the information in The Bible kept within context. When people 
have grasped this logical framework – the skeleton, then they have something that they can then ‘flesh-
out’ when they read The Bible themselves – now having the road map in www.FutureLife.Org to know 
where to go. 
Why do I present this at no expense to the reader?  Because I sincerely care for your future well-being! 
When humans are seeking The Truth, I do not like to see them fobbed off with mystic or illogical 
waffle especially when it is not supported by the direct Word of Yahweh contained within the original 
language (because sadly the latest translations of the bible are merely interpretations and when these are 
based upon a doctrine that is inherently wrong to the original Scriptures – then you have nothing)! 
Examples of travesties of The Truth would be NIV, Good News. ‘Cut Down Bible’ etc. 
Good examples: Concordant Literal New Testament, American Standard version, KJV (though it has 
errors – it is an honest translation). 
Though this seems like a rant, what I am trying to show in conclusion is this: 
1. Have The Goal clearly defined. 
2. Have a good road map so that the route is clearly known. 
3. Understand all the negative obstacles, have the positive benefits clearly defined along the roadmap. 
4. Now you are not blindly bumping along but clearly motivated to reach the known goal – with the 
minimum of mishaps. 
This is what www.FutureLife.org is freely giving to you. 
Sadly the worldly religious leaders take from you for their own indulgence and blindly lead you astray 
away from the real Goal and the correct route to get there!  The worldly religious leader merely feeds 
their audience with enough material to keep them beneath ‘the leader’ so that the leader might by return 
extract out of them whatever the leader’s desire (in this present world). In this manner the religious 
leader makes Satan their god by their thoughts driving their works – irrespective of what religion or 
form thereof they purport to represent. 
Satan does not want you to reach The Goal (presently it is now to become a TC and thus a future Son of 
God) so he will try to dupe you with mysteries and illogical reasoning (as we all witness) so that 
lawlessness ensues because The Religious Leaders at the top of their worldly edifices do not care, being 
calloused by the politics during their long life draining them, and the young ministers being genuine, 
but utterly naïve, lost in the fog blown over them by the worldly doctrine around them. 
And these people are claiming to represent The Almighty God! 
Clearly there are ‘non-worldly’ Christian leaders working hard to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire but these are 
most likely to be one level up from their congregation trying to motivate their attendees to replace this 
Christian Leader’s position – in this manner they are attempting to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
Fortunately we also have the over-rider being The Millennium that offers to save all those who desire to 
be saved (by ultimately imitating JC), given to us by Yahweh through JCg’s Undeserved Gift. 
 

26. What are the actions and thoughts of the acolytes of your religion like – are they identical to 
yours? 
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If not, why not?  - The Source material is the same!  Or is it? 
I have covered this earlier. 
A True Christian (TC) is accepted as being a TC by Yahweh because Yahweh considers that this person 
has met the Single Criteria being: “Imitating JC” to the very best of their ability. Thus they are 
internally correctly motivated to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire (which Yahweh is able to scrutinise precisely). 
Yahweh is quite able to differentiate between those humans faking their outward personality for mass 
appeal (and hence for worldly reward) and those other humans who are sincerely motivated to spread 
His Word accurately for no worldly gain but just only too pleased to be working to fulfil Yahweh’s 
Desire of them. 
As we read in The Bible JC speaks, to mean: “That worldly Jerusalem was responsible for killing all 
Yahweh’s prophets” but later when that authority (supposedly representing Yahweh’s Interests) was 
disbanded, then the next authority being worldly Christianity (supposedly took over Yahweh’s 
Interests) also killed people like William Tyndale and others who wanted to get The Word of Yahweh 
accurately to the people – just as JC prophesied in John 14 onwards: “They (Religious Leaders) will 
persecute and kill you (TCs) believing they are offering sacred service to The Almighty God.” 
My point is that these TCs are sincere and only speak how they feel Yahweh Desires them to speak 
irrespective of what The World thinks because Yahweh is so much greater to them than anything that 
this transient World can provide. Thus they provide a unified voice that is unchanging over the 
years/decades just as The Bible tells us that their Master Yahweh is unchanging in His Standards and 
Statutes over all time. Sadly The World’s standards are rapidly dropping to become worse than that of 
Sodom and Gomorrah – because while they did not know and thus were not iniquitous, but those of 
today know and some are self claimed religious leaders - thus before Yahweh they are utterly iniquitous 
(Rom.1v24-32).  
The Bible tells us that the works of a TC are those that imitate JC to the very best of their ability and 
thus demonstrate his qualities being The Fruits of the Holy Spirit and the TC is always working hard to 
spiritually edify their neighbour for no worldly return. 
They cause no civil disobedience because this is not their world – they have no interaction with the 
politics that runs (ruins) it – but are purely motivated to bring The Good News of The Millennium being 
JCg’s world that they yearn for – just as Paul tells us in The Bible. Likewise a TC will never vote in 
political elections because they are demonstrating to Yahweh that they are withholding their vote from 
this present world of Satan and patiently waiting until JCg comes to receive their vote.  Thus 
demonstrating that the TC is utterly neutral in all worldly matters (to The World as the TC’s 
proclamation) – not drawn into any matter that may just devalue their ministry work to a potential 
listener – again demonstrating their impartial and non-partisan nature. 
The TC will abide by all the laws of the country because The Bible tells the TC that the worldly 
authorities must be respected for two reasons. 
1. The Bible tells us: “So that it goes well for you in a secular sense (no excuse to persecute you)”. 
2. The Bible tells us: “We learn to respect authority – just as we must in The Millennium.” 
Clearly where the country’s laws contravene Yahweh’s Laws then The Bible tells us that Yahweh’s 
Law holds sway. An obvious example would be compulsory military service – a TC must refuse. 
These are all characteristics of a TC and equally shown by all those elected/chosen by Yahweh. 
 

27. Is your religion altruistic to all members of the human race irrespective of what they perform ‘in 
error’ to you? 
The Bible tells us that we must become to the same level, or lower than the person who is listening to 
our preaching message. 
The Bible tells us that we must not put any worldly barriers (such as political/secular opinions/actions) 
that can become an obstacle to stop anyone from listening to our preaching message. 
The Bible tells us that if we are abused then we are not to personally hold the offence against them. 
This does not mean that Yahweh expects you to forgive them if they show no remorse for what they 
have done. Sadly to spread utter confusion within the victim’s mind and thus make the innocent party 
feel guilty, worldly Christianity preaches a falsehood that Yahweh expects a victim to forgive the 
perpetrator irrespective of the perpetrators feelings to what they have just done! 
The Bible distinctly does not tell us this. 
But what The Bible does distinctly tell us is the following:- 
1. We are to hold zero grudges irrespective of what the perpetrator feelings are to what they have done– 
so that we do not escalate the violence (in this manner ‘we turn the other cheek’), nor that we become 
internally poisoned by the offence and thus mentally hurt/impair our own future.  Always knowing that 
The Millennium will bring restoration. 
2. We must be prepared to wholly and utterly forgive the perpetrator if they sincerely repent of their 
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former actions to us. We must be prepared to welcome them and speak to them about what Yahweh 
means to us and how our lifestyle is entirely built upon Yahweh’s Word as contained within The Bible 
translated directly from the original language (rather than false interpretations claimed as bibles). 
In this way the reader is able to see that all humans who are outside ‘The Fidelity from Yahweh’ are our 
neighbours and a TC will always be ready to speak and receive any neighbour willing to listen, help 
them if the TC is able (provided it does not detract from the primary requirement of accurately 
preaching The Word of Yahweh) – all just as The Bible distinctly tells us. 
 

28. Is the stated religion consistent throughout itself? 
Sadly worldly religions are just full of inconsistent holes – logic fails them.  This is why atheists are 
justifiably able to pillorise worldly religions for the sole reason they do not hold up to in-depth scrutiny.  
Sadly worldly Christianity falls in the same category – just fails on pure logic. 
But the joy is that True Christianity that this website explains/promotes sets out a 
righteous/equitable/logical plan that was/is always within The Bible but utterly ignored by false worldly 
Christianity because of its worldly doctrinal issues being always higher in the mind of worldly men than 
Yahweh’s Word contained within The Bible.  
Everything that this website states is utterly consistent with scientific evidence. 
Everything that this website states is utterly consistent with every word/phrase within The Bible. 
Sadly worldly Christianity fails both statements – I welcome the very best worldly Christian scholars to 
contact me by email to support their errant opinions with anything they can quote within The Bible – 
naturally within context, and I will expose their errant nature on this website with my reply – naturally 
quoting The Bible in my reply. Clearly if any contributions make a valid point (justified by Biblical 
texts’) then I will most certainly adjust anything that then is shown to be errant in my reasoning – solely 
because I am after The Truth rather than what The World gives. 
Thus I give the righteous outline of Yahweh’s Plan as precisely detailed in The Bible so that the readers 
have a framework upon which to place the passages that they read in The Bible themselves. 
When you are lost it becomes so difficult to know where you are, but as soon as a series of landmarks 
are displayed upon the given roadmap – then utter clarity ensues. The World is presently like this – 
utterly lost with what I consider as useless roadmaps to ‘help’ them (roadmaps being drawn up around 
the dates 3000BCE, 500BCE, 325AD, 620AD, 1500AD, etc). Hopefully this website 
www.FutureLife.Org will give you an accurate roadmap and explain the landmarks to guide you. Once 
you know where you are, then you are able fill in the finer points as you recognise them in your daily 
Bible study. 
Then how you journey from then on - is dependant upon you! 
 

29. Does your religion demonstrate respect to all aspects of creation on this planet? 
Some worldly religions seem to be rather hypocritical on this aspect.  
Some speak about “caring for the environment” – and then on the other hand speak by saying: “that it is 
their right to take what they need from the environment to satisfy their needs!” 
The question is: How elastic are those needs, relative to themselves over time and further, to other 
humans living on this planet! 
Other worldly religions piously state they have a vegetarian stance and further carry out ‘religious 
works’ to ensure that flying insects are not inadvertently ingested into the body. However they seem to 
ignore the fact that during cultivation for the very vegetables they eat, many animals are killed for 
instance earth-worms, beetles and other insects. Thus their pious religious works are in vain – no doubt 
they have an illogical escape clause (that I would like to hear and thus comment upon)!  
However what does True Christianity espouse that comes directly from what The Bible tells us? 
There are guiding principals given:- 
The Bible tells us that we, humans, are assigned dominion over The World. 
This means we are responsible for it and personally held accountable to what we do with it! 
We are also told that we do not own The World, but we hold it in trust while the owner is absent.  
We are told the owner will return and demand an account of what we have done with our lives. 
We are told that Adam and Eve would die if they sinned. They would have had the examples of animals 
dying around them and thus understand exactly what this would mean prior to them choosing to sin. 
Thus we understand that animals dying and the flesh being consumed is acceptable only when the 
animal is dead and can feel no pain. 
Thus the human is responsible for the duration of the animal being alive and the transition between life 
and death. 
The Bible tells us that we must respect life and treat it fairly in a reasonable manner, on a like for like 
basis. 
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Thus from this we understand that we must be utterly humane in our dealings and give to the animals 
the best possible living conditions and at the end of their life, the dispatch must be done with the 
absolute minimal pain and suffering. Thus the method of dispatch should be cleaner and kinder than 
what the/any animal would meet during its wild existence outside the realm of humans. 
If we practice this in our lives then we have met the requirements as given in The Bible. 
Further, we respect the dead animal and do not treat anything from it with disdain/disregard, for the sole 
reason we are taking from something that does not belong to us – but that we have this opportunity ‘in 
trust’ only given to us from The Owner (being Yahweh through JCg). 
Likewise this understanding/rational can be extended to the environment at large being the vegetation 
and the minerals available for use. 
All these things are being held ‘in trust’ and thus we should not waste resources but maximise the 
potential of everything we come into contact with.  A sound-bite covers it as being ‘eco-friendly’. 
This section explains what The Bible tells us on how to behave – the question is:  “Do we?” 
 

30. Is your religion scientifically refuted!  For example if any statements are demonstrated to be 
scientifically flawed by experimental testing!  Excludes what cannot be tested for at present, being 
limited by present day scientific knowledge (for example “accepting the concept of producing 
light by electricity” was not possible before the discovery and understanding of electricity). 
The vast majority of worldly religions are refuted as being false because they cannot stand up against 
scientific criticism. Essentially, experiments can now be carried out to demonstrate that claims made by 
these worldly religions in their doctrine are obviously wrong. Clearly if the religion can be 
demonstrated as being wrong in one aspect then by definition it cannot be the whole Truth. If it is not 
the whole truth then one cannot put any trust in it because the question would automatically come up: 
“Where else could it be wrong?” And not knowing the ‘where’, means that none of it can be trusted as 
being Truthful! 
However the reader must be careful not to confuse this earlier statement with what mankind is not able 
‘to reproduce’ today scientifically as being a reason to dismiss what may be claimed in The Master 
Reference Manual to a religion. 
For example suppose a Religious Document stated “And men walked upon the moon”.  Then someone 
reading this in perhaps 1800AD should not then dismiss the Religious Document just because mankind 
at the time could not put men on the moon!  
Bringing it up to modern times (2007AD). It has always been assumed that ‘telepathy’ is a figment of 
someone’s imagination (excuse the pun), but experiments with brain scanners are showing that perhaps 
it might just occur – between two individuals when isolated, and one is shown lights then a similar 
response in the brain occurs as monitored by electronic brain scanners mounted on both subjects. 
I desire not to agree or disagree with these results – I have an open mind – so to speak! 
Similar experiments with the ‘duality of photons’. A single photon in one room coupling to another 
photon in another room that may be next door or on the other side of the world – what links the two? 
What I am trying to show is there is so much more to learn about Yahweh’s most wonderful Universe 
of which we as ‘cretins’ (being our mental knowledge) hardly know of anything, being of the full extent 
to which His Laws are operational within His Universe. 
Thus when ‘The World’s Master Document’ called ‘The Bible’ speaks of some miracles that JC was 
able to perform because JC was imbued with the full capacity of Yahweh’s Holy Spirit (HS) being The 
Power to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire operating through JC, then we can reason The Laws of The Universe 
that we presently have no understanding, were used to cause the effect witnessed. 
Thus it was not, as false worldly Christian leaders today proudly proclaim as being mass hysteria and 
thus quickly dismissed as being a conjuring trick or illusions but rather - reality – the effect was very 
real and long lasting – a physical effect had occurred. 
It is these Laws that we presently do not understand that the resurrected TCs as “Sons of God” will be 
able to call upon when they teach righteousness to The World of resurrected humans in The 
Millennium. 
These TCs now as “Sons of God” will be able to read people’s minds – just as JC was able to do with 
the Pharisees, also to move about freely without constraint (from those desiring to kill him – 
demonstrated at two incidents earlier in his ministry) and conversely restrain people who are rebellious 
against the TCs (as kings/priest) teaching righteousness. The TCs now as ‘The Bride of Christ’ being as 
‘One with The Bridegroom’ (just as we are told), then they too, will also rule with ‘a rod of iron’ upon 
the rebellious ones (through the exercising of Yahweh’s Power upon them). All this is specifically as 
The Bible tells us. This is just one aspect that Yahweh desires to be taught today in addition to what is 
spoken of today. 
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31. Does it teach you something new everyday?  And what it teaches you - does it edify you? 
There are several phases passed through within a person’s life when introduced to a new topic (of 
whatever it may be). 
The topic pursued may end where the human accepts the material presented (watching a film or 
listening to a radio program) to the other extreme, during the whole period of time where you are 
learning a craft to support your material existence, which ultimately means that you must actively and 
correctly demonstrate what you have learnt (absorbed). 
Likewise in the spiritual sense – both short term (this life) and for the very long term (eternity). 
When I speak of the “spiritual sense” – I do not mean the “mystic waffle” put out to deceive (by 
worldly religious leaders) but purely how you deport yourself – being how your thought processes 
(forming the synapse mapping within your brain) drive your lifestyle for your neighbour’s well-being 
and in fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire of you. 
This is what it means – absolutely nothing else !!!  Anything else is just “Mystic Waffle” put out to 
sound grand (to make the leader look knowledgeable – for power over) and to confuse the listener (to 
put them in their place beneath the worldly religious leader). 
So where am I going with this? 
Clearly when you are new in ‘the faith’ of whatever, then everything is new. But you must ask yourself 
what are you getting out of it – “a cheap thrill – being some ‘mystical’ experience” – or just that you 
should fulfil the 2 Laws that JC gave to us:- 

1. Love Yahweh with all your strength, mind, body, life/soul (= to be utterly committed to 
fulfil His Desire of you). 
2. Love you neighbour as yourself (= Display the fruits of the HS to whomever you meet). 

The problem is that worldly religions ‘pump out’ the 2nd Law – because it sounds good = a good lure to 
drag people in, and then further, some worldly religions give a bit of “Mystic Experience” to keep the 
‘punters’ happy. 
However Yahweh does not want a TC just to behave like this during the 1st part of their life. 
The Bible tells us that much more is expected of a TC for the sole reason they must pass through 
several phases before they are in the position to become trusted stewards for the future task that The 
Bible tells us is required of them. 
In this manner they must fully fulfil the 1st Law, which involves changing their personality, dying away 
from the things of the present world and then fully explain in an accurate fashion to their neighbours of 
The World exactly what Yahweh’s Plan is for The Salvation for those of mankind being the 2 stage life 
where the 2nd part is in The Millennium. All logically made possible through JC’s Undeserved Gift. 
Why does The Bible instruct the TC to do this?  For several reasons 
1. To counter the misinformation put out by all worldly religions designed to mislead (by Satan) to 
fulfil the self-centred desires of the false religious leaders that ultimately fulfils Satan’s ambition to 
frustrate/oppose/resist Yahweh’s ultimate Desire to provide salvation to those who desire themselves to 
imitate JC either now or in The Millennium! 
2. Perseverance under duress that Satan will throw at the TC to stop them fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire. 
3. Historical records being ‘the evidence’ demonstrating the work done to counter those who like the 
parable of the two sons, being the one son who said “yes” but did nothing! 
Again I had to make a detour to explain this section to try and tie all the complex issues together. 
Thus what a TC must do is pass through the following major phases: 
1. Accept JC is The Son of Yahweh and that he provided The Undeserved Gift (= Ransom Sacrifice). 
2. Take in accurate knowledge from a good translation of The Bible (I recommend the translation on 
this website as being the most accurate within the world today). 
3. Once you understand what is required of you – then enter into a covenant with Yahweh by becoming 
Baptised. This becomes a two-way binding agreement/contract. You will work to the very best of your 
ability to imitate JC in your lifestyle – because you want to please Yahweh (and for no other reason). 
And if Yahweh accepts that you have met this criteria at the end of your life (being the 1st part of your 
life) then He will resurrect you as being on par (equal) to JCg as a “Son of God” (as being part of ‘The 
Bride of Christ’). 
4. Now you have made this binding ‘once only’ agreement, then you are expected by Yahweh to work 
at imitating JC in your lifestyle. “This involves work” just as The Bible tells us in so many places. 
The expression “this involves work” is utterly foreign to worldly Christians for the sole reason Satan 
does not want TCs to exist spreading the accurate word of Yahweh by working very hard during the 1st 
part of their lives – so Satan through his representatives will preach apathy – inactivity; I will quote a 
popular saying: “You are saved by only believing in JC” – which is an utter slur to The Truth that Satan 
is so proficient at – just as The Bible so clearly warns us in so many places. 
Thus in summary: 
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The TC is to find The Truth, be sincerely motivated to imitate JC for no worldly reward, enter into the 
binding agreement with Yahweh through Baptism and then imitate JC by accurately preaching The 
Word of Yahweh and display The Fruits of the HS to his neighbour (= to everyone). 
Thus work at taking in knowledge like a sponge, once you have this knowledge then reproduce it with 
fidelity (faithfully) to your neighbour through more work until you complete the 1st part of your life. 
Notice here there is no stagnate phase where you stop learning and pupate. Also notice there is not the 
wasting of your time by fulfilling religious works that are an utter anathema to Yahweh. 
Basically the only points on your ‘score sheet’ for religious works - are negative points because they are 
feeding the wrong person – being yourself (and leader’s self-gratification) rather than edifying your 
neighbour’s thought processes (= spiritually) to imitate JC’s lifestyle! 
I just ask the reader to reason very carefully upon this question and its natural follow on: 

“What part of your thought processes are religious works actually edifying?” 
“And as such, how would The Almighty God really view these thought processes?”  

Religious humans seem to have a wonderful capacity in believing that The Almighty God can only 
view their outward activities and utterly ignore the fact that He is able to monitor our exact thought 
processes – because this is what we are being judged upon if we are aiming to become a Son of God! 
JC hated all the religious works of The Pharisees and scorned them for it. Now the Pharisees are gone 
they have been replaced by the leaders of worldly Christianity – repeating exactly the same things! 
And preaching a mixture of fantasy, lies and half truths – to just confuse the hapless person in the 
congregation. 
However as I explain elsewhere, these religious leaders should be training the whole congregation to 
replace them – to the very best of their personal ability. Clearly all humans have different capabilities 
and different amounts will be expected of them. 
But Yahweh most certainly does not desire humans to turn up every week or every day, say repetitive 
prayers, perhaps sing a few songs, listen to a few words read out from a document (The Bible in the 
case of Christianity), then go around slapping your friends on the back and then going home or 
wherever. This is what Satan puts out as being required for the sole reason - Yahweh does not! 
I just ask the reader to very carefully inductively reason where the two scenarios take you and for 
Whose (both Yahweh’s and Satan’s) benefit each route magnifies.  I explain all this elsewhere. 
 

32. Does the teaching edify you above your neighbour, or edify you to assist your neighbour to edify 
him/her self?  (Your neighbour is anyone other than you!) 
The order of these questions were written because they follow one another. 
From the previous section the reader now knows what Yahweh expects from a TC (if they are to be 
accepted/chosen/elected as a TC). 
So why does Yahweh demand this from his TCs (to be future “Sons of God”)? 
1. To generate more “Sons of God” to make up the full quota of 144000 named positions over The 
Gospel Age of approximately 2000 years.  When this number is complete, it will also coincide with the 
total number of humans (including those who are to be resurrected less those who ultimately will be 
rejected) who will fill the earth for an eternity, then Yahweh will instruct JCg to come at the 1st 2nd C to 
collect his Bride being the start of The Great Judgement Day of 1000 years (= The Millennium). 
2. To get His message over to all the humans of the world so that they understand the righteous 
message of The Good News of The Millennium and ‘The Gold Standard’ required to operate within it. 
To give humans The Expectation of what will come and thus bring comfort to them. 
Why not earlier?  Because very soon The World (as a whole) will face the most tremendous destruction 
(far worse than over the previous 2000 years) because humans will be fighting over depleted resources 
in the world’s dying gasps, and humans will need to have The Expectation of The Millennium to pull 
them through it (see later). 
Just as the Bible specifically tells us in prophecy (I give all references elsewhere). 
Now the reader has never had this explained to them – because Satan does not want this wonderful 
message of The Good News explained to them, thus his representatives do not preach it! 
To validate this assertion at the time of writing (2007) – I ask the reader: “When did they hear this 
information last preached to them at their worldly Christian meetings? 
The answer to that question speaks volumes about who represents who in this world! 
Thus because of this preaching work the TC is actively motivating other humans to take upon 
themselves a “Christ-like” personality – the take-up is obviously variable – but without this message 
being preached by the TC and the reasons given behind it, then nothing can be gained elsewhere, 
certainly not from worldly Christianity of whom many members carry guns and are prepared to use 
them (as an example of many worldly practices that are considered acceptable – what was JC’s teaching 
on this?) 
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JC taught us “to be blind to the things of this present world” – this is exactly what the TC preaches so 
that the worldly temptations (a massive lists given elsewhere) are just ignored – the TC is dead to them 
– just as The Bible tells us. 
So how does this edify the neighbour? 
‘Not to take from the world’ means the person does not involve themselves in the things that concern 
those (humans who operate under the rules) of The World, being the material and political things – 
being the very things that ultimately start wars between nations (but clearly it goes all the way down to 
‘street level’ within the population). 
Thus the reader is able to clearly understand that a TC is providing a route (being the thought processes, 
creating righteous synapse construction of the mind based upon JC’s Laws) to remove wars, personal 
conflict, pain and suffering from this planet – which is precisely what will be preached and expected 
(demanded) of humans to occur in The Millennium period. 
Naturally this will upset certain individuals who presently love to dominate people – these are the very 
ones who will feel “the rod of iron” – and not the general public who will warm to the new society. 
It is only those who exploit others that will feel “the rod of iron” from JCg or his Bride (being the 
144000 kings/priests) exercising Yahweh’s power of the Holy Spirit (HS) to frustrate/oppose those who 
exploited others in the 1st part of their lives. 
So the point is: “Get your lifestyle sorted out now – because it will go so much easier for you in The 
Millennium.” – Surely you want to get off to a flying start to achieve future success? 
 

33. Why do you wish to edify your neighbour – and if they refuse – what are you instructed to do? 
We are told in The Bible that our life is a two part process, the 1st part of our life being our existence 
now. We are told that when we die this being our 1st death is in actuality only being “Asleep”. The 
Bible tells us that this is applicable to all humans irrespective of what heinous crimes they may commit 
now, or of their present errant belief is, in whatever they choose to ‘believe in’. 
This is the True Righteousness demonstrated by The Righteous Yahweh, of which all was made 
righteously possible through JC’s Underserved Gift being his Ransom Sacrifice. 
Clearly in the righteous society that will operate in The Millennium (under JCg’s firm control with 
Yahweh’s full power of the HS) where the predominant instruction is to edify your neighbour’s 
wellbeing above your own (being the true meaning of “Principled Love”), then it stands to reason that 
the closer to that position in your present thought processes within your present 1st life, then the easier it 
will go for you. Essentially the very necessary transition (in your thought processes - being the retained 
synapse construction to be programmed into your new virgin brain at your resurrection) from this 
present 1st part of your life to the 2nd part of your life will go much more smoothly for yourself within 
the very necessary training program of lifestyle in The Millennium – this is all as The Bible tells us – 
but other weird, most unrighteous things are preached by worldly Christianity (and other worldly 
religions) – such as “burning flames of hell and everlasting torment”. Nothing like this is preached in 
The Bible as I closely explain at places where similes are used to explain the utter annihilation of The 
2nd Death from which there is no (zero) return – to be taken as a very serious warning of a possible 
outcome for each one of us. For this reason, such graphic warnings are given to galvanise humans into 
taking on the new lifestyle that JC presented/demonstrated which is ultimately the only thing that will 
save you. It is this that The Bible means when it states believing/committed/entrusting in JC by taking 
on his name/character/authority, do this now in the 1st part of your life and it will go so much easier for 
you in The Millennium upon your resurrection. 
But if you put yourself out by imitating JC now, and spend all your time in edifying your neighbour by 
accurately giving them knowledge of Yahweh and what He expects from you, then there is a 
possibility that you may be elected/chosen as a TC to become a King/Priest (Son of God) upon 
resurrection at the 1st 2nd C of JCg to be the 1st indication of the start of The Millennium. Then the TC 
will have all the training during a 3.5 year period required on learning how to handle both Yahweh’s 
full power of the Holy Spirit and also how to handle the training of masses of humans (particularly 
resurrected rebellious ones having a very nasty personality that needs much refining). 
So why have I gone adrift to my original question? 
Because I have to ‘set the scene’ that will occur very soon – based upon righteous logic all supported 
directly by what The Bible tells us.  
Because the TC is told by The Bible to imitate JC’s lifestyle and also to be patient just as JCg is 
patiently waiting for the ‘OK’ command from Yahweh to move ahead with His full power of the HS – 
first to collect his bride being the 144000 TCs, then to bind Satan for 1000 years, then bring in The 
Millennium proper. 
JC distinctly told us in The Bible that a TC goes out into The World of his neighbours and preaches The 
Word of Yahweh and if people are interested then stay with them and fully feed them with the bread 
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and water being The Knowledge of Yahweh and the changes required in the listeners’ lifestyle.  
If however the people are not interested then do not waste your precious time with them, but move on to 
someone else who may be interested. The crux of the point that is missed by every worldly religion is 
that The Almighty God wants a contrite heart that intrinsically loves what Yahweh instructs him/her to 
do in their life. The Almighty God does not want to ‘Press-gang’ anyone into His way of operations in 
this present world. Yahweh is presently only after future Teachers/Leaders (TCs) who love Him 
demonstrated by being refined (through the fire of opposition from Satan) in this present world because 
the main standard judgment of The World as we are distinctly told will be done in the 2nd part of our 
lives during the Day of Judgement (as we are distinctly told is 1000 years) for the whole world.  
That sentence was just running on many quotations from The Bible – but none of this is preached by 
worldly Christian leaders – because they just do not understand it – else perhaps they would! 
Thus given this understanding of the general plan then it is now possible to state: 
A person who is behaving as a TC has absolutely no right to coerce anyone into believing The Truth! 
Further the TC is given no mandate/instruction to coerce anyone into believing The Truth. 
Further Satan is ruling during these 6000 years, so how can others (potential recipients) with little future 
vision, see the benefit of what the TC might be forcing upon them as a necessity? 
Can the reader understand that it is when the resurrected humans see with their own eyes the benefits of 
imitating JC in their lifestyle operating within a righteous society, will the desire be then from within 
themselves (being the internal self-motivation that Yahweh wants – rather than external coercion), that 
a personality change is required. Thus being self–driven compliancy to make this change to their 
lifestyle. Clearly there will be those who liked dominating others in the 1st part of their life, will find 
this period of demonstrating humbleness/meekness a very difficult readjustment to their original 
personality (precisely as The Bible tell us). 
So how do we get to a righteous society from the present unrighteous society? 
Because we are told through a generation the whole world will go through what is termed 
“Armageddon” (The Great Tribulation) to mean a battle where many humans will be killed (when they 
are fighting over diminished world resources within The World by those who have a worldly outlook), 
the pain and suffering will be immense, where The Bible tells us that Yahweh will have to ‘step in’ 
“else all flesh will be destroyed on this planet”.  
But The Bible tells us of many people coming through as being “blessed are those who get through the 
45 days” of mayhem. It is these people who having witnessed all this pain and suffering just ‘do not 
want to go there again’ – hence will ardently follow JCg’s instruction, being that JCg is then actively 
ruling with his kings/priests (being the resurrected TCs at the 1st2nd C) being the start of The 
Millennium. 
This will become the kernel for the start of the new system in operation in The Millennium directly 
under the control of JCg to ensure that righteousness operates. 
All the social structures will be set up and when running smoothly in an acceptable fashion then the 
general resurrection will start in earnest where all humans will be resurrected (perhaps in manageable 
staged resurrections as suggested in Isaiah).  
It is then, when the TCs have had training and instruction directly from Yahweh, to be righteously in 
the position to correctly coerce those actively rebelling against an obviously wonderful society that will 
receive punishment from “the rod of iron”. It is only then, when coercion occurs (by those legitimately 
authorised to use Yahweh’s Power) – not now during the 1st part of our life. 
Can the reader understand the righteous logic behind this future scenario? 
This has not come from me but comes directly from The Bible – but never read nor preached! 
Thus the reader is able to see the falseness from the worldly religions that promote all the judgement is 
done during this present 1st part of our life and why  the false forcing of humans into the acceptance of a 
fake worldly religion cannot be logically substantiated when laid alongside what I have interpreted from 
The Bible as I clearly show on www.FutureLife.Org website. 
Hopefully the logic as written within The Bible clearly explains what our future is going to be and why 
we are not to force anyone to take up “The Truth” – because it must work deep in the heart – it cannot 
be forced upon anyone – if they cannot witness the evidence around them. 
It was The Expectation of The Righteous Future Millennium under JCg’s rule where all those who 
successfully imitated JC’s lifestyle for a righteous society would live forever - that was The Good News 
that was preached by 1st Century Christians and they were persecuted for it! 
It was because this message hurt/cramped the lifestyle of the leaders (particularly demonstrating the 
hypocrisy of the religious leaders’ lives) that brought martyrdom to these 1st century Christians. 
 

34. Why should you do as you are instructed – if your neighbour refuses to accept your 
understanding? 
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This question is answered (for the TC) in the answer to the previous question. 
Principally Yahweh is electing/choosing TCs out of this present world to become kings/priests of The 
Millennium as “Sons of God”. The fallout from this is that other humans become much closer to what is 
desired to occur in The Millennium and thus they will find it much easier to become “the children” of 
“The Special Marriage” between JCg and his Bride – where they (as “Sons of God”) have taught 
righteousness to their successful children (of resurrected humans). 
A TC must accept what The Bible tells him. He is to Preach The Word of Yahweh to those interested 
and ignore those who reject this message – so as (1) not to antagonise those who reject the message in 
an unrighteous manner and thus give excuse for persecution, (2) to spend more time in teaching those 
who are interested. 
Further, a TC must accept that he is operating within Satan’s world and as such is most certainly in no 
position to overthrow the present worldly powers because (1) we are told not to, because Yahweh 
allows them to be there, (2) show respect to these powers and their position, (3) so that you do not bring 
unnecessary persecution upon yourself and any that does occur, is only because of your righteousness in 
fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire of you, (4) show patient respect to Yahweh’s position in allowing the status 
quo while the numbers come to the required quota, (5) show patient respect to JCg just as he shows 
respect to Yahweh in patiently awaiting for the go-ahead to move in with full authority from The 
Authority being Yahweh (just as The Bible tells us in these 5 points).  
Thus Yahweh is only after the willing mind that then drives the righteous works to fulfil His Desire. 
Yahweh is never after unwilling minds otherwise He would have created ‘zombies’, commencing with 
two examples of free thinking entities being JC and Satan. 
 

35. If you died, would your religious knowledge and religious activity die with you?  Quite a 
profound question! 
This has occurred with some worldly religious sects for the sole reason they operated within a closed 
community. Others, being a trend of later years have participated in mass suicide because they have 
followed after a worldly charismatic leader claiming to be God’s direct representative (otherwise a self-
claimed ‘Christ’) – just as The Bible tells us in prophecy will occur during the beginning of the times of 
The End of the present system. The Bible tells us this would occur at the closure of Judaism (being near 
to 70AD), but this would be a foretaste of a greater event occurring over the whole world at the closure 
of The Christian Nation also operating under worldly principals at the end of The Gospel Age. 
However The Bible instructs us to become like TCs so that we accurately preach/teach Yahweh’s Word 
to our neighbour so that, as I have explained earlier, Yahweh’s Word should become inculcated within 
all people’s hearts and minds to give them the very best opportunity in The Millennium (either as the 
preferred choice as a “Son of God”, or humans who ‘hit the ground running’ at the start of the 2nd part 
of their lives). 
 

36. Are you content with what is on offer when you are dead – Why? – For what guarantee of 
certainty do you have to “know that you are correct”?  What foundations “of certainty” is your 
rational and assumptions based upon?  Because “I hope” – is not good enough, being just – ‘blind 
faith’! 
Perhaps I should explain to the reader why I entrust in True Christianity being The Fidelity/Assurance 
of Yahweh. 
The reader may feel that I am being bombastic within this section – but that is only because I 
passionately care for “The Truth” and am so angry against the hypocrisy preached by those who just do 
not believe themselves what they tell others – that is what really drives me to write this - like I do! 
1. When the correct concept of The Almighty God’s plan is clearly understood then it is the most 
righteous and logical method for ANY human to obtain salvation because during this present system the 
false worldly religions cannot satisfactorily explain what happens to those outside their own religion! 
But all of this could be a load of bunkum – there being no Almighty God! 
2. So I investigate and analyse what material within the world supports the understanding within (1) 
above, based upon the assumption that The Almighty God desiring the very best for us would leave a 
Master Document to guide us to how we should fulfil His Desire of us. The material that closely fits 
that of (1) is found only in The Bible and no other master document on this planet – I know because I 
have read them, and most are just pith, disjointed, irrational, illogical and can be blown away just like 
chaff (clearly they all have the surface lures ‘on the top’ to make them sound good, but scratch away 
underneath – and they just fall apart having no substance, the foundation being just sand and no rock)!  
That is why I welcome the very best representatives of each worldly religion to contact me by email so 
that I may interrogate their illogical understanding – the correspondence to then be reproduced/exposed 
on this website for The World to clearly see – being the flawed arguments exposed by logic – so the 
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invite is there for the take-up! 
Sadly worldly Christianity as practiced by millions upon millions of humans falls into the same camp as 
all the other worldly religions. 
The reason why I do not spend much time on the other worldly religions is because they have nothing 
substantial to work with. However worldly Christianity has an Accurate Master Document to work with 
– but is blighted by centuries of very worldly doctrine that was instituted in 325AD after the warnings 
given in the Epistles of exactly this occurring!  That is why I am able to work with it in untangling the 
distorted reasoning put out by Satan to confuse the inhabitants of The World, being the reason why he 
brought out the other worldly religions! 
But again: What makes me contend that The Bible is a reliable document from The Almighty God? 
3. I keep referring to (1) because I received the concept/understanding from The Bible. 
     However what else is there? 
Look at the historical records as stated in The Bible. 
     How do they compare with what we see around us today? 
We have pollen grains analysed from the sediment of The Sea of Galilee and are able to see how the 
climate has changed substantially, specifically as foretold in prophecy by the prophets of The Old 
Testament, this occurred several hundred years after the dated prophecy given. 
We also have the account of Isaiah prophesising about the fall of Babylon, giving the specific name of 
the leader and method used some 200 years before the event!  For which the conquering leader when 
shown the documents, changed his tune from saying how great he was, but rather how great Yahweh is 
and allowed the Israelites to leave Babylon to rebuild The Temple. Which leads me onto the next set of 
prophecies. 
The prophecies of the coming of JC some 500 years or so later to give his ministry and precisely when, 
where he was going to be born and where he was to come from – which is precisely why King Herod 
was so worried about being usurped and thus ordered the killing of the babies (again another prophecy) 
– for the sole reason that he and those around knew themselves where and when JC was going to be 
born. 
There are hundreds of prophecies like this all being fulfilled precisely when and where, they were 
given. They are also now being fulfilled specifically during the end of The Gospel Age as you, the 
reader, reads this piece as I specifically explain elsewhere. 
For instance Alexandria The Great and his four generals taking over after him were specifically 
mentioned by Daniel in prophecy telling us precisely before it occurred to include which country 
Alexandria would come from! 
Further, The Bible has patterns and allegories, archetypical events and people that are precisely 
mirrored specifically like for like in every detail and those around them. Again I explain this in specific 
detail in the various places upon this website. 
I repeat - no other worldly religion can come anywhere near this in detail, The Bible is ‘light-years’ 
away from the pool of worldly religions that Satan has concocted, designed to mislead and to confuse 
JCg’s ultimate Creation being us humans for the sole reason to frustrate/oppose/resist Yahweh’s Desire 
of JCg’s creation reaching perfection. 
4. Archaeological evidence. I kept this to last because while The Bible is accurate because The Jews 
were meticulous record keepers, disjointed historians of today just do not like to leave their entrenched 
views (especially evident when a lovely book called “A Test of Time” {ISBN 0-7126-5913-7} was 
brought to our attention – I highly recommend it to the reader). 
5. Geological and scientific accounts of creation are mutually supported by The Bible as I describe in 
detail on this website. Again there is nothing in worldly religions (not based upon The Torah) that 
remotely come anywhere near to that given The Bible. 
I think that is enough evidence to conclusively show why The Bible is The Definitive Document for 
“The Truth” as given to us by The Almighty God of The Universe Who desires the very best for each 
one of us – provided we respond positively to His instruction! 
 

37. Does your religion contain much mystic waffle – much propagated by the religious leaders? 
This is a pandemic phenomena within all worldly religions. The reason why the ‘advanced’ proponents 
work like this is to create a prop of mystique for the religious leaders to remain aloof above their 
acolytes – giving a position of power over the devotees for personal self-gratification. 
I deal with this by personally asking them directly what they mean and then drill down through their 
answer, by further questioning until finally I leave the religious leader - because I am receiving no 
useful information from ‘a quaking lump of jelly on the inside’ – but hostile and violent on the outside 
because they have been now exposed!  
I am able to do this because I have The Bible knowledge within my mind giving me accurate 
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information about life, and Yahweh’s very logical Plan for future salvation from The Almighty Entity 
who dearly cares for us. Further I use my extensive scientific knowledge to counter any drift of the 
conversation in that direction. 
My point is this, that worldly religions being basically flawed spiritually and scientifically have nothing 
to fall back upon – thus they hide behind this mystic waffle as a smoke screen to defend their charlatan 
position! 
Why am I so harsh? 
Because The Almighty God wants all humans to come to know of Him and how best to come to Him. 
Yahweh most certainly does not want mystery and uncertainty hidden behind screens of waffle to get in 
the way of a sincere human coming to Him – specifically now at the close of The Gospel Age. 
This is specifically what The Bible tells us: – “Search and it will all be made known to you.” = No 
mysteries! 
The Bible also tells us and shows by example that those who come to know are given straight and clear 
answers – so that there are zero mysteries – all is explained.  This is what the representatives of Yahweh 
must do, else they become like “The Rich Man withholding The Word of God from Lazarus”. 
Clearly some of these religious leaders are sincere (only because they know of nothing else), but many 
are intelligent enough to realise what they give out is blarney (pleasing flattery, cajoling talk) and do 
not believe it themselves, but are too old in years or secure in their position to change to anything else. 
Thus it is this insincerity/hypocrisy that I am utterly opposed to and will ardently voice my opinions 
against any human who promotes distortion to dupe their followers. 
This is precisely what Yahweh demands – “The Truth” and only “The Truth” to be put out to guide 
humans to Him for their ultimate salvation through their personal edification. 
 

 
About your religion’s leader and the leaders above him. 
 

38. What are the works like of these leaders?  Are they inline with what your religion espouses?  
The reader is able to see for himself what the lifestyle is like of his present leaders and compare their 
lifestyle with what their religion says it should be like. 
But what does The Bible tell us about True Christianity? 
I have covered this in other sections but principally the TC is instructed (Mark.12v30-31) to operate 
under the following precepts:- 

1. Love Yahweh with all your strength, heart, mind and life/soul. 
Strength = fortitude, resilience, determination to withstand the worldly forces against you. 
Heart = the motivation, passion, zeal to press forward in fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire of you. 
Mind = gaining the Biblical knowledge, planning where and what you are going to do next. 
Life/Soul (same Greek word) = inner ‘being’ holding the other three qualities together for the 
duration of the 1st part of your life. 
2. Love your neighbour as yourself. 
This means that you put your neighbour’s needs before your own and thus edify their spiritual 
(thought processes) knowledge. Thus you put your time out to help their understanding of what 
Yahweh Desires of them through the accurate preaching/teaching work so that they get to 
know The Word of Yahweh. 

Because the world is presently (at 2007AD) under the dark cloak of Satan covering the perceptive 
abilities of humans through all these worldly religions, then he is able to confuse and cause contentions 
between one another because of the incoherent nature of all of them! 
From the application of these two rules (above) we are told:  We “are close to the heavens”. 
Paul said to the readers of his epistles: “Imitate me as I imitate JC”. Paul then went on to state he had 
been stoned several times near to death, flogged many times, shipwrecked three times, suffered 
imprisonment so that he was able to preach the message to those willing to listen. He went on his 
missionary journeys to promote The Word of God to his neighbours of The World. 
A TC who exemplifies these qualities is assured as being genuine in promoting Yahweh’s Word 
accurately because it means so much to them to make this personality change. 
Could this be said of your religious leader? 
 

39. What is the lifestyle like of your leader?  Is it like yours?  
The Bible is very clear in what it tells us with regard to remuneration for the work done. 
1. JC tells us that the oxen should be allowed to eat from of its work for its daily rations. 
2. JC also tells us that he had nowhere to lay his head, nor many of the disciples. 
3. Paul spoke of working outside (tent making) to supply his daily rations. 
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What do we understand from the above? 
We should only take what we need for our daily sustenance (to keep our body frame alive for the next 
day’s ministry work) from those who we preach to. Thus food rations only – nothing else. 
We should not acquire or use prestigious buildings for our own indulgence on the back of our ministry. 
We should only obtain anything over and above the very basic rations from an external income through 
secular work (but not from the preaching work). 
Further The Bible tells us that we are not to look to the future for future gain, but only today’s 
immediate needs, and thus we must not store up for the future (as shown by Yahweh’s anger to the 
Israelites in The Wilderness greedily taking more than their immediate needs).   
Now apply what The Bible tells us as I have quoted here to your religious leader – is this what you see? 
So what can we understand from this? 
Essentially we are taught to live lightly off the planet, perhaps one might say: To have a small “carbon 
footprint”. Minimise travel to essential trips only and use the bicycle as much as possible. Holidays are 
very rare for a TC (perhaps a week or so every few years) because this occasional/spare time is spent in 
maximising Yahweh’s Desire of you.  
As The Bible tells us, JC and the disciples were often very tired and exhausted after their day’s 
preaching work and the healing they by perchance came upon. 
Again how does this lifestyle compare with your religious leader’s lifestyle? 
 

40. What shell is placed around your esteemed leaders to ‘protect them’ from you - personally! 
The Bible teaches us that if we are fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire of us then He will protect us by at least 
three methods. 
1. He will make us astute (from the Biblical knowledge correctly applied = become wise), so that we 
have a 6th sense to use and thus avoid danger before it arises. 
2. He will move things around us (often without us knowing until much later) so that those humans 
hostile to us are thwarted in their actions against us. 
3. He will use the HS to operate through us so that in specific occasions the HS being His power will 
speak through us to promote His Desire. 
    What else does The Bible tell us? 
Did JC have a militia protecting him – or any of the Old Testament prophets or the disciples. 
No, because they all trusted in Yahweh being The Almighty God to use them as He saw fit for the 
duration of the 1st part of their life - either short or long in duration. 
The reason being is that they only desired to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire and being so ‘in-tune’ with Him, 
they fully entrusted upon Him knowing that if their 1st life was to be foreshortened then it was His 
Desire that it should be – always knowing that they had somewhere better to look forward to (just as 
Paul tells us). 
We are told by The Bible “that this life is just a transient period of time – just like a breath of wind”, 
especially when compared with the guaranteed eternity that is in prospect to the TC who is truly 
working out Yahweh’s Desire in his lifestyle. 
Basically any religious leader that requires ‘a gang of humans’ to go around with him – is not 
representing The Almighty God of The Universe – by definition they do not entrust in His power to 
protect them – so they rely upon The World (being under Satan’s control) to protect them! 
Speaks volumes about whom they entrust upon – and thus represent! 
 

41. Do you really know what your leader is like, and those above him – are you in a position to find 
out? 
Let us find out what The Bible tells us. 
The Bible tells us that the management structure in a True Christian (TC) grouping is to be very flat. 
It is JCg as the intercessor between Yahweh and his TCs (to be future “Sons of God”). The TCs 
presently being “The Body” of JCg here upon the earth are to operate within The World of humans. 
It is these TCs who are the ‘work horse’ of JCg by being ‘the public face’ of Yahweh through JCg. 
Then it is the TCs who are the accurate ambassadors of Yahweh, using His HS dispensed and guided by 
JCg’s “presence” operating within them during the 1st part of their lives. 
Those sentences just ran upon many quotations directly from The Bible. 
These TCs who represent Yahweh through JCg dispensing Yahweh’s HS within them are unified in 
thought and actions to please Yahweh and thus fulfil His Desire of them. They put on a united front to 
The World being that The Bible is accurately preached and clearly explained (with zero waffle) so that 
the listener can clearly understand what Yahweh’s Desire is of him/her. The TC does not partake in 
worldly things that run on the filth that people now seem to enjoy in their entertainment. I say this 
because just an hour ago in Britain’s ‘red-nose’ day during midday in front of children the audience was 
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laughing at an incident of homosexual acts of one part of the body being placed into the rectum of the 
other and the declared homosexual entertainer said “I have experienced that several times!” 
What is the world coming to? –  To what Yahweh declares an “abomination to mankind”!  
Sadly this is occurring amongst the worldly ‘so-called’ ‘c’hristian leaders being an abomination. 
But the Bible told us this would occur in Rom.1v26-32 and other places that I will add later. 
Thus TCs lead Biblically clean/wholesome lives, utterly secular law abiding = absolutely model citizens 
who put on a faultless unified front to accurately represent Yahweh. 
We are told by The Bible that TC’s are stewards being given responsibility while The Master (JCg) is 
away, to increase His affairs which they do, by working hard in the community as mobile Temples of 
God (Yahweh) that people come to accurately know of Yahweh. The Bible tells us that they become the 
building stones of The New Temple (thus being “given greater responsibility when JCg returns” at the 
1st 2nd C) that/who will then teach The World of resurrected humans how to come (= become 
reconciled) to The Almighty God (Yahweh). 
So where am I going with this explanation? 
Again I had to branch out to give Yahweh’s overall plan (as detailed in The Bible) – to then explain the 
answer to the point in this section. 
The reader is able to see from this that the groupings of TCs have one layer being the layer above the 
main grouping called ‘The Brethren’, all of whom have worked their way up and out from The Worldly 
Christian Nation. And because the managers (TCs) of the Brethren total grouping are the front public 
face that mix and move amongst all the members of The World during their daily activities so that those 
of The World intimately know these leaders on a one to one basis. These TC leaders are instructed by 
The Bible to do this exact thing – being to imitate JC by going through the masses of humans daily to 
accurately preach and explain The Word of Yahweh to all humans on a one to one basis. 
The TC (accepted as a TC by Yahweh) is not to be remote from any member of the public, and just 
publicly show his face for 5 or 10 minutes every week or so, to say a few non-descript unexplained 
words from a remote vantage point – this person falsely represents The Almighty God, and clearly does 
not understand what is required of him from The Bible! 
I now ask the reader to compare this flat layer and structure that the Bible tells us to the many layers 
within their worldly religion. 
Ask yourselves – “Is this the one that JC showed us and explained to use, followed by his apostles?” 
Again the answer speaks volumes about who they really serve! 
 

42. Is your leader partisan?  Is this what your religion teaches?  If so – is this ethical? 
The Bible distinctly tells us that we are all of one family being all related to Adam and Eve, our 
ancestors from whence we came. 
JC made plain who our neighbour is in the graphic example of The Good Samaritan (who as a despised 
people by the pious Jews) was the only one who offered help to the roadside victim. 
Thus JC was showing the true nature of Yahweh’s love to all humans who offer themselves to edify and 
assist their neighbours needs. Sadly today when there is so much crass distortion of Yahweh’s Word 
(both by speech and works) by those who claim to represent The Almighty God that many humans have 
turned atheist and the others to empty worldly religions that offer no succour to those wanting Truth. 
Yahweh desires to give The Knowledge to those who seek it and hopefully this website 
www.futureLife.org will give you this knowledge to edify you to know of Yahweh’s Desire. 
Yahweh’s knowledge given to us by JC’s ministry as contained within an accurately translated Bible 
(unblemished by worldly doctrine) is there to offer us The Expectation of The Future being The Good 
News that was preached in 1st Century Christianity – which was so different to that given out today. 
Interestingly The Bible has not changed, but what humans want out of it has changed – and thus preach 
the false message leading to confusion and lawlessness (with everyone doing their ‘own thing’) - as we 
all now witness! 
As The Bible tells us it is open to all humans to take the information within their minds and hearts, but 
it is purely dependant upon the recipients to respond by changing their personality, by changing their 
clothes from those of The World to the clothes of The Millennium now operating within their lifestyle 
after The Covenant with Yahweh has been made at Baptism. 
This is open to any member of humanity – skin colour, ethnic background, culture, race, nation, are all 
one in Yahweh’s eyes, being that all humans are our neighbours. 
Again The Bible tells us: That whatever you have done in the past – is considered as being of the past if 
and only if you change your personality from that of The World to a new personality from Yahweh’s 
Holy spirit working within you dispensed by JCg’s presence operating within you. 
This is what The Bible teaches us. This is what a TC practices. 
The question is this: 
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”Does you religious leader practice what a TC must do, not only in what they say – but in what 
they do.” 

Thus how do they behave - in both speech and works? 
 

43. Is your leader capable of doing anything else to support his lifestyle? 
As I state in other places this is a very important question, which can equally be applied to the science 
community, whose members cannot afford (in a worldly sense) to be mavericks else you become 
ostracised by your peers and loose all your funding and prestigious status – I could give many examples 
of the twisting, distortion and Machiavellian activity that goes on in academia by some members (not 
all, because some others are honourable) – however, I am in the position to know, because I have 
witnessed many examples of these worldly self-interested traits displayed (as no doubt others also)! 
My point is this, that a person to become suitably qualified would have studied to perhaps 25 years old, 
after specialising for perhaps 7 to 10 years. They now have a mountain to climb to become ‘useful’ to 
the community – it is only when an individual is over 30 years do they generally become useful. That is 
to say, look after themselves (= “pay their way”) within the particular institution/company/{or 
whatever} they have settled within. 
This means that they are almost halfway through their life before ‘more goes back’ to the community 
than ‘comes from it’ for those in academia.  
Thus the person now becomes ‘imprisoned’ within their institution/community to live within its 
standards being ‘the accepted norm’, because this person is now worldly stuck!  
They cannot move out of it, because they would have to start again, by which time they would be ‘dead 
from old age’. The worldly rewards only come from The World when you are useful to it, and that only 
occurs when you can offer some type of service to it. You are only in that position to offer that service 
by becoming experienced in that subject matter (including all the contacts within that field of expertise). 
Can the reader now understand this entrapment? 
Thus it becomes obvious now that members of these institutions of academia have to ‘peddle the same 
old stuff’ for continuity (or acceptable new bits tagged on) as the institution itself (being the members) 
will allow. But they are all on ‘the gravy train’ and do not want to ‘rock the boat’ (mixing metaphors) 
because their worldly pension is ‘on the line’ if the institution itself falls – thus the universal vested 
interest to maintain the status quo in perceived knowledge (for it is known that mavericks become 
ejected - because they make life uncomfortable for those around). 
This occurs in all of academia and not just the religious institutions. 
Thus those inside the institutions learn to ‘keep their head down’ for self preservation. 
It is only those outside who can rock the boat because they have nothing to loose! 
It is these ones’ ideas and concepts that should be listened to, because it is often the mavericks who 
come up with the ideas – solely because they look at things from a new angle and not afraid to speak 
their mind. 
After that little rant (only written to make the reader think deeply, rather than just accept everything at 
‘face value’ – being: “Just because a ‘worldly learned’ person said it – so it must be correct”), so let us 
turn to The Bible – what does it say to us? 
Paul was from a high class Pharisee family, highly educated in The Torah, and was trained as an 
accomplished Lawyer of the day.  However upon his conversion he became a full time preacher of The 
Word of God (Yahweh) suffered intense pain and hardships during his ministry period. Being a Lawyer 
operating within the world, and also a TC were incompatible qualities for Paul, and consequently he 
became a part-time tentmaker to supplement his daily needs (only to sustain his body’s requirements) 
on his ministry travels. 
Perhaps we should take a leaf out of Paul’s book? - For he does say that: “We should copy him”! 
And at the end of his life in 2Tim. He says that “he was successful and would receive the crown” being 
a position of king/priest and that he would be acclaimed by Yahweh as one of His sons and thus fill one 
of those 144000 slots in The Scroll of (Guaranteed) Life along with The Apostles and Steven. 
 

44. Does your leader preach exactly the same message as another leader of the same religion? 
If not, why not – For what reasons?  Are these valid and logical reasons – or just worldly waffle? 
The Source material is the same!  Or is it?  Again, if not, why not? 
We often clearly see one religious leader from any specific worldly religion say and act in one manner. 
Then from the same specific religion another leader has a different ‘take’ on the religion and thus 
speaks and practices something very different. 
My point is NOT that the reader should ask: which one of these leaders is right or wrong, but rather 
direct themselves to ask of The Religion (the leaders both espouse): “Is the religion itself right/correct”, 
being that two supposed acclaimed representatives of that religion can read/justify two different 
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stances/understandings from the same core message. 
Clearly to the outside observer the same core message is not consistent! 
My whole point is this: If the worldly religion did come from The Almighty God then the message 
would be consistent and certain – for the very reason that The Almighty God would want those in The 
World to know how to come (= to be reconciled) to Him. 
Else it could be held against Him (in The Culmination) that He was unrighteous in making His message 
not consistent/certain and thus leading humans astray by a faulty handbook with errors within it – to be 
demonstrated by its inconsistency! 
I will now speak of what I know of The Bible. 
The Bible is utterly consistent and has zero errors within it when one goes back to the original source 
material. 
Sadly (and I never thought I would say it because I laid this claim against another assumed ‘Master’ 
Document of another worldly religion elsewhere on this website some 15 years earlier) the translations 
from the original source material go though varying levels of distortion during the translation. Some are 
fairly accurate translations, some are honest translations but have some minor errors within them, and 
finally the very worse group (an example being NIV) are mere poor interpretations of the original 
Word. These interpretations bare a closer resemblance to worldly Christian doctrine rather than The 
Fidelity of Yahweh’s original Word and thus betray Yahweh and also our trust in them. 
I always recommend that interpretations of the original Word, for example the NIV, Good News bible 
that are ‘portrayed as bibles’ and the suchlike should be burned so that they do not contaminate other 
people’s thinking with very worldly doctrine (they are utterly hopeless study books).  I give numerous 
examples of their very errant translation in the text of my translation of The New Testament Scriptures 
on this website alongside the original Greek Text and allow the reader to make up their own mind on 
who is correct! 
However as I state elsewhere in this dissertation, a TC in one part of the world – who perhaps does not 
know of another TC in another part of the world will practice and preach exactly what Yahweh Desires 
of them for the particular time during The Gospel Age to show Yahweh’s plan coming to fruition just as 
He Desires it to unfold. 
The point I am trying to make is that a TC is elected/chosen as a TC by Yahweh, and not by humans. 
No human can be certain who a TC is (and definitely not make ‘saints’ of anyone – because that is the 
domain of Yahweh alone just as The Bible tells us), but when people know The Bible contents then 
they will have a pretty good idea of Yahweh’s requirements upon which His Special/Greater judgement 
is made.  
This website explains precisely what those requirements are - as taken directly from The Bible. 
But these individuals (TCs) have worked very hard at their own cost in time and effort to learn precisely 
what Yahweh’s Desire is of them at that period of time in The Gospel Age and they then fulfil His 
Desire to the very best that they are able at the time – often to their own hurt, and ultimately in an early, 
unnatural death.  
 

45. Does your leader need people like you around him/herself?  If so, then why? 
The Bible tell us in many places “to seek and you shall find”. 
In the parables and illustrations given, the person who has ultimately “found” has had to put some 
serious effort in the “seeking” part – This is called “work” – unheard of in worldly Christian circles 
because apparently in their message this is not required – utterly contrary to what The Bible tells us on 
nearly ‘every’ page!  I am perfectly prepared to enter into some email discussions on this and publish 
them on this website for The World to see (in my answers I will quote Bible text in context)! 
We are told by The Bible that “What we are to seek for is Yahweh’s Kingdom”. 
Thus The Bible is telling us that we are to put the work in to find Yahweh’s Kingdom. 
What we are instructed to do is find “The Knowledge” being from Yahweh so that we know how to find 
Yahweh’s Kingdom. 
Thus we are to use what means we have at our disposal to find this knowledge. 
Naturally you would ask you leader. But if he/her returns your questions with mystic waffle (or 
mysteries), then this is hardly likely to be beneficial in your edification!  Then turn away from him/her 
(because as The Bible tells us, they are metaphorically blind and will lead you into a pit) and go to a 
good translation of The Bible as shown on this website. Also read the many different help notes and 
discussions on this website to gain more information on how Yahweh’s Plan is structured, and more 
importantly how you fit within it, based upon the work that you must put into the new personality (by 
changing the old worldly personality), being how you conduct your lifestyle to the service of Yahweh. 
However a TC would/is only be too pleased to answer all questions on The Fidelity given to us by 
Yahweh through our intercessor being JC (now as JCg in the heavens), and how it is to reflect upon our 
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lives. That being the whole reason for the TC’s existence during the 1st part of their life. 
‘The brief’ for a TC is: ‘The requirement to accurately spread The Word of Yahweh to those around 
him/her self with which they have daily intercourse with and also to strangers’ (actually both are termed 
by The Bible as “neighbours”). And this they fulfil to the very best of their ability. As such they will 
acquire the most sincere (based upon accurate knowledge), solid supporting humans who themselves 
are eager to become TCs as well. 
Thus the new ones (The Brethren) of The Fidelity (now knowing what Yahweh’s Desire is, and 
demonstrated by their personality change) will ardently support and assist in the needs of the TC’s daily 
sustenance, for the TC’s survival – and nothing more is asked for by the TC. 
All this is in utter contrast to what we witness occurring within worldly religions! 
 

46. Does your leader give personal time to you when you need assistance? 
The Bible tells us that TCs must be at the front/leading edge of Yahweh’s Desire in spreading His Word 
accurately to all The World so that those of The World now know exactly what Yahweh Desires of 
them (during The Gospel Age), thus enabling those who desire to imitate JC in their lives by changing 
their personality, to then imitate JC’s ministry here on earth.  
As I state elsewhere, The Gospel Age is here to primarily pull out (being the election by Yahweh) 
144000 humans who by steadfast, determined effort/work successfully fulfil Yahweh’s Desire of 
imitating JC’s ministry to the very best of their ability – these are humans whom I call TCs 
elected/chosen by Yahweh at the end of the 1st part of their life (being their 1st Death). This is the point 
where Yahweh writes the name of every successful TC into one of the 144000 slots on The Scroll of 
(Guaranteed) Life only given to a future “Son of God”. 
The reason why this statement is wholly accurate is because JC tells us that he has come to save all 
humans by giving a resurrection to all humans into The Millennium so that they may come to know 
how to imitate JC themselves (termed entrusting/believing/committed/{faithfully obedient}) because 
for various reasons they did not have this opportunity during the 1st part of their lives (being the period 
up to their 1st death). 
Thus all humans will be resurrected - but to what? 
1. The Bible tells us, they (being ‘The World’ resurrected) will go to Jerusalem to learn about Yahweh. 
2. The Bible tells us that The New Jerusalem is Yahweh’s organisation to teach righteousness. 
3. The Bible tells us The New Temple in the middle of New Jerusalem are the resurrected TCs. 
4. The Bible tells us that the TCs will be 144000 in number and will be the kings/priests. 
5. The Bible tells us that The TCs in the 1st part of their life will be given greater responsibility when 
their master (JCg) returns (and for the TCs it will be at the 1st 2nd C return of JCg). 
6. The Bible tells us that the TCs greater responsibility will be over ‘5 of 10 cities’ in The Millennium. 
Thus we understand from what The Bible tells us that these TCs will be masters over large groups of 
resurrected humans to teach the resurrected World righteousness and thus cajole The World, being the 
resurrected humans to change from their old personality of the former 1st part of their life to be one like 
that of JC by inculcating JC’s 2 Laws (Mark.12v30-31) into their minds and hearts – then practice these 
new laws to form this new personality. 
That is why Yahweh (alone) is pulling out (by election) these special individuals for their greater 
responsibility of the future based upon the fruits of their labours/work demonstrated during the 1st part 
of their life – considered by Yahweh as being righteous. 
So where am I going? 
Again I had to give the background of Yahweh’s whole plane – because it is never taught by those who 
should (at the time of writing 2007) as the reader is witness:  “Have they heard it preached to them?” 
Because we are told by The Bible, that the TCs will be given the responsibility over large groups of 
humans to teach them what Yahweh’s Desire is of them, then the TCs must get the practice in now – 
“get some interest back from the small amount of HS that has been given to them during the 1st part of 
their life” – again just as The Bible tells us. Because in The Millennium they will have unlimited 
amounts of HS – just as JC had access to, during his ministry period (for the sole reason they will be 
married to him – his partner – as one). 
Thus in The Millennium the TCs (then as kings/priests) will be listening and teaching directly to these 
resurrected humans to explain what Yahweh Desires of them – again doing no more than what the TCs 
did during the 1st part of their life (because they were faithful in the 1st part of their life, then they will 
be given much more, by having unlimited power, HS dispensed by Yahweh, to personally exercise in 
The Millennium).  
The Bible tells us (now all running on Bible quotations) that is why TCs, as accepted by Yahweh, are 
those humans who now go out during The Gospel Age to positively interact with humans to sow the 
seed, to water and then for Yahweh to make their personality grow through JCg’s presence within them 
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by dispensing Yahweh’s HS acting upon their personality to imitate that of JC’s lifestyle.  To create 
more TCs to fill the 144000 named positions on The Scroll of (Guaranteed) Life as a Son of God. 
To positively interact with humans to sow the seed (spreading the Word of God to new humans) and 
watering the seed (answering and explaining any questions that the recipient may ask) means that the 
TC, at the front/leading edge of Yahweh’s Desire, must be giving personal time and attention to explain 
Yahweh’s Word to the willing listener. 
 

47. Is your leader competent and capable of answering your questions – does he/she do this? 
Firstly the leader must have the correct source material upon which to base his/her answer. 
Sadly for the vast majority of religious leaders their base material is faulty, derived from faulty origins! 
As I have explained earlier, most religious leaders are in no position to change their thoughts because of 
the worldly income (of whatever type, financial, glorification, ‘honour’, prestige) that this brings to 
them, so it then becomes incumbent upon the recipient to go to a religious leader who is (with fidelity) 
reproducing the material in a comprehensible form for the recipient to then understand to then be in a 
position to question it. 
However these religious leaders whose worldly faith is based upon a worldly religion are/may be 
sincere about what they believe but are lost, so I feel genuine utter sadness for them because if they had 
The Real Knowledge and The Fidelity of Yahweh then they would have so much more within them – 
they would explicitly know what Yahweh Desires of them and then be able to do it – knowing that they 
were pleasing Yahweh! 
But my wrath goes out to those who have The Correct Master Document (The Bible) and then 
distort/twist it for their own self gain (be it whatever that this world can give them – see earlier). 
Again I am saddened by those religious leaders who are duped by the worldly doctrine of their peers, 
hanging onto the worldly establishment – so just as JC during his ministry pilloried the Pharisees who 
having “The Truth” (as Yahweh saw fit to give to The World at the time through the Jews) then abused 
it and their position. 
So again I ask the reader – are you prepared to stay content with what The World can give to you 
through its worldly religions or would you rather move on, leave The World and go for something that 
Yahweh is only too willing to give to you through His Fidelity of The Bible as originally given and 
correctly translated. 
Interestingly what Yahweh gives to you is free, and most people who know about it do not want it, but 
much rather pay for something that is worldly, transient and offers no future! 
This website offers to The World something that is freely given – but most people will not want it, 
because it hurts their present lifestyle – but a few will, and it is for those few that this website is written. 
 

48. Do they actually know any other worldly religion outside their own religion to explain in detail 
why theirs is better – based upon comparisons? 
Speaking for myself – I work solely on logic and break everything presented to me down to its smallest 
constituent parts, and then mentally recompile everything to find the fissures and faults within the 
reasoning. This is what I did in my early 20’s through the various worldly religions to find out what 
intrinsically held them together, looking for fault lines that tore through their internal structure. With 
ALL worldly religions including worldly Christianity they failed all logic (no mystic waffle please – 
that logic is not required) and thus I was beginning to become an atheist, but I revaluated all the 
evidence (of the worldly religions) and suddenly everything clicked together in the most logical and 
righteous plan. I also understood why humans had to work hard to become a TC rather than just be a 
worldly Christian – all the evidence is collected and thoroughly explained on this website 
www.FutureLife.org with crystal clear logic, that I was then, and now rationally very content with. 
This information I now pass freely to the reader – for their inspection, and comments where they may 
dispute the logic in explaining the utter righteousness of Yahweh’s Plan for us all. 
The reader is in the position to accept or reject it – or ask questions on it so that we together are able to 
reach “The Truth” for the benefit of all humans. 
In conclusion, I am so utterly convinced with Yahweh’s Plan as described within The Bible 
superabundantly surpasses all worldly religions – as I believe to put them in the bottom league that I 
now welcome the very best religious scholars of their specific worldly religions to have a email 
discussion with me on the logical operations of the worldly religion that they represent (basically how 
their specific worldly religion logically hangs together) – and I will publish the correspondence on this 
website for The World to see. 
 

49. Are you strongly encouraged to take your leaders position and replace him?  - An interesting 
question! 
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This separates all the worldly religions away from The Fidelity that comes directly from The Almighty 
God - Yahweh. 
The religious leaders representing worldly religions do not want to have their position in front of The 
World usurped by another person while they are presently receiving the benefits that they hankered 
after in the first instance – because they like the benefits that come from The World through their 
worldly religion. Yes, they do not mind taking on acolytes and then lining them up beneath them (as 
their foot soldiers) – to be likewise hardened, being the more mature in the worldly religion they 
become, so that when the natural retirement occurs (or at death) then a progression upwards takes place 
of the most hardened person – to maintain the status quo – continuity of the worldly hierarchal system 
that we see in all worldly religions. 
But The Bible (being Yahweh’s Word through JC recorded for us) tells us something very different.  
Through JC we are instructed that there is to be this very flat management structure where 
disciples/acolytes are vigorously encouraged to become The Top Leaders in their own right as soon as 
possible – meaning they are encouraged to become TCs leading The Flock from the front. 
Thus Yahweh’s ambassadors (TCs) being located at the very highest position (to become future “Sons 
of God”) are only one step up from The Brethren being one step up from out of The worldly Christian 
Nation (covering all the worldly nations – just as The Bible tells us). 
And The Bible tells us that there should be as many humans as possible encouraged to become TCs that 
Yahweh elects/chooses from out of The World.  
So again I ask the reader look into your own religion and the leaders of it – and ask: “Are they 
encouraging you to be in their position – while they still occupy it?” 
The answer to this questions speaks volumes about the concern they have for you and consequently 
your advancement into their position (of worldly glory). 
However I have nothing to fear because I am outside their worldly domains. 
 

 
Finally and perhaps the most telling about you and your religion:- 
 

50. Do you know enough about your religion to be in a position to convert me to your religion? 
And to get to know what I believe, for you to even be in a position to succeed, then perhaps you would 
do well to read this website to understand what I believe and perhaps find some weakness in my 
arguments that may be to your advantage!   I most welcome and warmly encourage the religious leaders 
at the very top of their particular worldly religion to do so, because deep in their hearts they personally 
know that theirs is fraudulent – but are sadly on a ‘runaway wagon’ and just cannot get off – for 
worldly reasons! 
Or would you rather I speak to you about my assurance, fidelity supported by solid knowledge? 

 
I leave that as it was in the previous section – my offer is open for you to reciprocate, now that you have 
a greater understanding of what True Christianity means! 

 
Conclusion to this piece: 
 
I am not out to score points against anyone, but only write ‘harshly’ like this to “wake people up from their 
slumbers” (as The Bible tells us in several places), so that they may think about what is happening rather then 
just sleep-walk right past the most wonderful offering presented to you - as we are told that “the Old Prophets 
looked for but could not understand”. 
The Bible tells us that many worldly Christian Leaders when resurrected, will gnash and grind their teeth when 
‘the dawn of realisation’ occurs that they had this most wonderful prize within their grasp – and yet, they just 
threw it away during the 1st part of their life (and thus now beyond retrieval). This “gnashing of teeth” just 
cannot occur to non-Christians because they just did not know about this knowledge to “gnash their teeth” over, 
being what they lost, because non-Christians are just appreciative that they have been resurrected back into the 
2nd part of their life based upon something that they did not know during the 1st part of their life (seems logical – 
does it not)! 
But because the 1st 2nd C has not yet occurred then Yahweh has still left the door open for this number of 144000 
named positions to be filled during the present Gospel Age – that means there is still possibly a place for you to 
pass through that door of Yahweh’s acceptance. 
    It is my responsibility to sow the seed and water it.  But Yahweh makes you grow provided you are receptive. 
Through this website, JCg is knocking at the door to your mind and heart, but it is up to you to open your life to 
JCg’s presence by having supper with JCg in your life, so that he may offer some of Yahweh’s HS within you.  
This website will help you to understand exactly what you must do and moreover what you must watch out for 
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being the snares and traps that Satan puts out (within the worldly religions) to drag you away from the most 
wonderful future that lies in store for all of us if we desire to imitate JC in our lifestyle. 
 
 
But very sadly none of this is preached by those of worldly Christianity – because their leaders do not 
understand this knowledge being cloaked/shrouded by their very worldly Christian doctrine that has come from 
The World for The World. 
 
Perhaps through the reading of this website a few of these worldly Christian Leaders will be moved by Yahweh 
to come-onboard The Ark of Salvation and start to preach to their congregations what this website explains - 
being nothing more than what is contained within The Bible.  The choice is theirs!   And Yahweh will 
choose/elect who He decides is to become a worthy Son of God – to become a Personal son and part of The 
Bride to His most beloved Son Christ Jesus being The One who created us and then gave us all the 2nd 
opportunity to be judged upon our own works during our (whole 2 part) life rather than those of Adam and Eve! 
A sentence just purely quoting many texts just straight out of The Bible. 
 
 
 
 


